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Cafe waitress in the Japanese Empire was one type of occupation within the service
sector who attended to customers in bars or restaurants by supplying requested food and drinks
in exchange for tips. The one unique characteristic emerged in the Japanese Empire was that
they kept customers company. A proportion of cafe businesses were eroticized and a proportion
of cafe waitresses were involved in prostitution, but they do not equate to meaning that the
waitresses were sex workers. Nevertheless, the job was regarded as a “vulgar” job. In societies
that expected women to preserve “innocence” to be marriageable, why did women choose the
job that was so stigmatized? How did the stigma against the job develop in the first place? What
does the stigma and their choice say about women’s labor and their position, especially those of
uneducated working class women, in their families and in Japanese and colonial Korean
societies? How did waitresses themselves perceive their job and their identity?

To answer these questions, this study examines the transculturation process of cafe and
cafe waitresses in the Japanese Empire. The concept of transculturation denotes the
ever-changing characteristic of culture and argues that each and every moment of cultural
encounter entails the process of acquiring another culture, i.e. acculturation, the process of
losing or deracination of a prior culture, i.e. deculturation, and the process of creating a new
culture, i.e. neoculturation. Thus, it acknowledges the power and agency of each and every
individual involved in the process, both the powerful and the powerless. In the Japanese Empire,
it was not just the importers of the western culture, i.e. educated elite men and businessmen, nor
just the consumers of the culture, blue and white collar male workers, but also the working class
women, cafe waitresses, who participated in the “social process of meaning creation” of the
genre of cafe culture and the job of cafe waitress.

Chapter I demonstrates how this study bridges the gaps in previous studies, and Chapter
II introduces the theoretical concepts the study uses: transculturation, familial approach and
emotional labor. Chapter III delineates the process of transculturation in Japan and colonial
Korea and elucidates the roles of various actors involved in the process: intellectual and cultural
elites, businessmen, political groups, police authorities, white and blue collar workers, the
media, Japanese settlers in colonial Korea, cafe owners, and cafe waitresses. Chapter IV
examines how the rapid industrialization, the economic boom and bust cycle that followed and
the licensed prostitution system in the Japanese empire affected the supply and demand of
female labor in the perspective of families. Chapter V examines the writings of cafe waitresses
and the emotions displayed in their writings. It shows how waitresses use their emotions to
deliver their side of the story in the patriarchal societies: why, how and for whom they became a
waitress, their emotional distress caused by the stigma against the job and the uncomfortable
labor demanded in the job, and the mask they put on in the workplace to hide their true emotions
and to carry on the work. The study finds that the Japanese empire was not just a political unit
but also a cultural unit within which, while the metropole and the colony experienced different
transculturation process due to the imbalance of political, economical and cultural power
between the ruler and the colonized, women had a shared working and emotional experience.
The waitresses in Japan and Colonial Korea spoke the same language in claiming their agency,
power, and space in the patriarchal societies, not just by joining the workforce but also by
submitting their writings in magazines and newspapers. They share their personal stories,
express their emotions, and define and defend their identity against the social and gender norms.
The study aims to demonstrate how the marginalized group took part in the “social process of
meaning creation” of modernity in the Japanese empire.
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Chapter I. Introduction

In Imperial Japan, in a 1931 Asahi Shimbun counseling column, a 23 year old woman

asked “Is working as a waitress something to be ashamed of?”1 She explains that she was forced

to get married at a very young age, but because her prodigal husband left her right after their son

was born, she is now a single mother working as a waitress in a cafe. She explains that she is

uneducated, has no special skills, and is not physically strong enough to work in factories. But

she is having second thoughts about the job since her friend said: "Quit that vulgar job. Even if

you stay true to yourself, it will be just at the beginning, and you’ll soon be tainted by the

atmosphere of those cafes. If that happens, it won’t be good for your future and your son. I will

end our friendship from today if you insist on staying in that job.”2 The consultant for the

column replies that because most people think cafes are pleasure seeking places, even if the

advisee stays true to herself, the society will distrust her and she won't be able to get remarried

into a good family. An eighteen year old girl asked about the same profession, in a 1940 Dong-A

Ilbo counseling column, in colonial Korea under Japanese rule. She asked “Should I become a

waitress? I’ve heard that the town of Jongro is doing so well that you can make at least 120 to

130 won a month if you work as a waitress at a bar.”3 Her father suddenly passed away a few

years ago, and to pay her father’s debt and support her family she dropped out of school and got

a job in an electric company. But because she can barely make ends meet with the money she is

currently earning, which is 30 won a month, she is thinking of becoming a waitress at a bar. The

answer she received was “Forgo the thought. Don’t go to those cafes.”4 The consultant for the

column answers that as a girls’ school dropout it is her vanity to wish to earn more than what

she is making. It argues that not all professions are the same and that there are jobs that one

should never choose, and cafe waitresses are one of them. According to the consultant, a cafe

4 ibid.

3 “Kajŏnggomullan ppaesŏ tonŭl pŏlgo ship'ŭnde ŏttŏhan koshimnikka?” [Counseling Column. I
want to work in a bar. What is it like there?] Dong-A Ilbo, February 22, 1940.

2 ibid.

1 ”Josei soudan jokyuu ha hadu beki ka,” [Women Counseling. Is being a cafe waitress
something to be ashamed of?] Asahi Shimbun, July 20, 1931.
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waitress requires wearing pretty clothes, putting on makeup and selling one’s smile and it is “a

life that is already dead both physically and mentally.”5 “If your mother is with you, your

mother can earn money by selling needlework.”6 The consultant advises that if she becomes a

waitress she can never marry a decent man and that even if she is in dire financial straits, as a

woman, it is more important to preserve “innocence” and “purity.”7

Three common aspects of women’s life and labor between the metropole and the colony

are on display in these discussions. The job of cafe waitress carried a stigma throughout the

empire. At the same time, it was an attractive choice for women, especially for those who were

uneducated and had to support the family on their own. It was either because other opportunities

were scarce or because the other jobs did not offer enough money. Nevertheless, women had to

weigh the choice of becoming a waitress against keeping their “innocence” to be marriageable.

The waitress discussed in the two articles, more commonly known as cafe waitress

(Korean: 카페 여급; Japanese: カフェー 女給), refers to female service workers in Japanized

western entertainment establishments such as cafes and bars. Cafe waitress was one type of

occupation within the service sector who attended to customers in bars or restaurants by

supplying requested food and drinks in exchange for tips. The one unique characteristic that

emerged in the Japanese empire was that the waitresses kept customers company, sitting down

next to or across the customers, pouring drinks, drinking together, chatting, flirting and

sometimes dancing. Originating and flourished during the Taisho period (1912-1926) in the

metropole, the cafe culture soon spread to cities in the colonies in Korea, Taiwan and

Manchuria. Cafes offered alcohol, western style dishes and Jazz music and in some cases dance

halls. But the highlight or, as one calls it, the “flower”8 of these establishments were the

waitresses. Government officials, businessmen, salarymen, storeowners and students gathered in

cafes and bars to immerse themselves in the quasi-western modernity and to flirt with cafe

8 In “A Song of a Waitress,” a 1931 song by Hagoromo Utako, which was the theme for the 1931
film Waitress, it describes a cafe waitress as “the flower at the drinking bar that blooms at night.”

7 ibid.
6 ibid.
5 ibid.
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waitresses who provided “erotic”9 service (Korean:에로; Japanese:エロ) for tips. A proportion

of cafe businesses were eroticized and a proportion of cafe waitresses were involved in

prostitution, but they do not equate to meaning that waitresses were sex workers. But both in the

metropole and the colonies, the dubious nature of "erotic service" and the modern appearance

and flirtatious behaviors of cafe waitresses stirred up imagination and admiration on the one

hand and suspicion and contempt on the other. Not only did they become the subject of

numerous gossips, news articles, social studies, essays, movies and novels, but they also stirred

up heated debate on legal prostitution, modern love, and women's profession and unveiled

underlying tensions between gender and different classes caused by sudden industrialization,

modernization, and westernization — in the case of colonial Korea, more compressed and

violent industrialization, modernization, and westernization under the framework of

colonization.

1.1. Previous Studies on Cafe Waitresses

Previous studies on cafe waitresses can be roughly divided into six groups: a. studies on

contemporary writings by male authors, b. studies on legal prostitution and sexual slavery, c.

studies on modern girl (Korean: 모던걸; Japanese: モダンガール or モガ), d. studies on

working women, e. studies on the Japanese settlers in colonial Korea, and f. analysis of

contemporary writings by female proletarian writers.

The first group (a) examines the writings of contemporary authors such as Nagai Kafu

(1879-1959), Tanizaki Junichiro, (1886-1965) and Yi Sang (1910-1937) who often featured cafe

waitresses in their novels. These studies eventually conclude that the female protagonists are

9 Miriam Silverberg (2006) notes that in the Japanese empire “ero” connoted a much broader
sense “alluding to a variety of sensual gratifications, physical expressiveness, and the
affirmation of social intimacy.” See Miriam Silverberg, Erotic Grotesque Nonsense (Berkeley,
Los Angeles, London: University of California Press, 2006): 29.

3



mere objects onto which the male authors project their own ideals, desires and frustrations.10

(Ahn, 2000; Lee, 2005; Mitchell, 2020)

The second group (b) focuses on the perspective of the institutionalization of

commercial sexual exploitation facilitated by the Japanese empire and sees cafes as one type of

of licensed prostitution. (Yun, 1994; Song, 1994; Yamashita, 1997) This group finds that the

institutionalization of “comfort women” by the Imperial Japanese Army during World War II

can be traced back to the commercial sexual exploitation system in cafes. Park Jung Ae (2009)

& Park Jeong-Mi (2010) interprete cafes as one type of private brothels in colonial Korea

enabled by the connivance of colonial authorities, as they managed them “in almost the same

way as state regulated prostitution.”11

The third group (c) examines the modernity of cafe waitresses. Lumping together with

the modern girl phenomenon in the 1920s and 30s and influenced by the sex-positive feminism,

waitresses are seen as the main players of the erotic games taking place in cafes. (Seo, 2003;

2010) Seo (2003) sees cafe culture and cafe waitresses in colonial Korea as the “historical

peculiarity of colonial modernity.”12 The independence and self-determination of cafe waitresses

epitomized in their choice of modern clothes, short hair style, thick makeup and free love are

hailed as acts of raising women’s consciousness and liberating women from patriarchy. (Inoue,

1998; Silverberg, 2006)

The fourth group (d) studies cafe waitress as an emerging profession for women in the

1920s and 30s. Whether to categorize cafe waitresses as working women (Korean: 직업여성;

12 Suh, Ji-young, “Shingminji shidae k'ap'e yŏgŭm yŏn'gu yŏgŭm chapchi yŏsŏng ŭl
chungshimŭro,” [Cafe Waitress in Colonial Korea: An Analysis of Waitress Magazine,『Yeoseong
』] Journal of Korean Women’s Studies 19, no. 3 (2003): 69.

11 Park, Jung Ae, “Ilcheŭi kongch'angje shihaenggwa sach'ang kwalli yŏn'gu,” [A Study on
State-Regulated Prostitution and Unlicensed Prostitute Management of Japanese Imperialism]
(PhD diss., Sookmyung Women’s University, 2009), 222.

10 While Cafe Waitresses appeared in numerous contemporary writings, works by celebrated
authors such as Nagai’s ’s Tsuyu no Atosaki (1931), Tanizaki’s Chijin no Ai (1924), and Yi’s The
Wings (1936) and Jijuhoesi (1936) are repeatedly studied in detail. In Korea, Kim Hyojin (2013)
uses the term “Cafe Waitress Novel” (Korean: 여급소설) when categorizing and studying short
stories written by lesser known authors.
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Japanese: 職業婦人) or prostitutes was debated back then and put scholars in a dilemma of

having to choose between examning the labor of cafe waitresses as sex labor or service labor.

The third and fourth group correspond to the latter. However, while the third group argues that

cafe waitresses expressed their sexual identities and fulfilled their sexual desires in cafes, the

fourth maintains that their expression of sexual desires was a mere mask of professionalism. Lee

Sung-Eun (2007) contends that the professionalism of cafe waitresses, actively utilizing male

customers’ desire for free and casual love, directly challenged the sexual repression and gender

norms in colonial Korean society. Lee points out that girls from poor and rural class

backgrounds were often trafficked into working in cafes, implying that the working experience

differed significantly depending on the background of the waitresses. Terazawa Yuu (2014)

examines how, in Japan, working conditions of cafe waitresses transformed overtime as

excessive competition led to cafes and bars marketing more and more provocative “erotic

service” to the fore and pressured waitresses to compete over customers’ tips. Terasawa also

points out that the extreme sexualization of cafes, coinciding with Japan entering the war state,

shortened the public’s craze for modern, affordable and flirtatious experience. Terasawa’s work

is significant in that it highlighted the unfixed job identity of cafe waitress and showed how the

nature of the job changed continuously according to the fastly transforming economic, social

and political situation.

The fifth group (e) examines the hybrid cafe culture in colonial Korea led by the

Japanese settler communities. Park Jin-kyung & Miyajima Yoko (2020) show the complex

dynamics in the development and the spread of cafe culture in colonial Korea. While the earliest

cafes opened up in the settler town of Namchon, profit-oriented Japanese businessmen soon

sought out new markets in Korean towns. Hybrid cafe styles were developed to appeal to the

new customer base and were reversely imported back to namchon. The authors argue that

colonial cafes were the epitome of “culture hybridity” and “mixed bloodedness:” obscure urban

5



spaces where “one could not easily draw boundaries” between the colonizer and the colonized.13

It illuminates how multiple actors partook in the formation of cafe culture in colonial Korea.

The sixth group (f) analyzes contemporary writings of female proletarian writers.

Kusakabe Madoka (2011) examines the short stories of Sata Ineko (1904-1998) and Hirabayashi

Taiko (1905-1972) in which the authors materialize their experience of working as cafe

waitresses. Kusakabe points out “the superficiality of Japanese modernity in the 1920s and 30s”

thinly veiling the “dual system of oppression,” patriarchy and capitalism, under which working

women’s bodies and labor became commodified for profit.14 Through the female protagonists,

the authors showed how waitresses carved out space for themselves to express their personality

and humanity. Waitresses resisted “the dominant power hierarchy practiced in the cafe,” either

by “talking back, acting too aggressively, even at times acting violently,” imbuing “a potential

for change” in the power structure.15 Kusakabe shows how female proletarian writers used

literature as a political tool to expose the dual oppression in the Japanese empire.

The aforementioned studies elucidate various aspects of cafe culture and the job of cafe

waitress. But the conflicting arguments reveal that the meaning of cafe waitress had never been

fixed nor definable. It had been negotiated and transformed continuously; Depending on who

the waitress was, how they became a waitress, what they expected from the job, who they

worked for and to whom she provided “erotic service,” the word connoted a different idea

everytime. Furthermore, socioeconomic situations affected the nature of the labor and the

identity of cafe waitresses.

15 Kusakabe, “Sata Ineko,” 234.

14 Kusakabe, Madoka, “Sata Ineko and Hirabayashi Taiko: The Café and Jokyû as a Stage for
Social Criticism” (PhD diss., University of Oregon, 2011), 124.

13 Park, Jin-kyung Park & Miyajima, Yoko. “K'ap'eŭi shingminjigŭndae, shingminjigŭndaeŭi
k'ap'er chaejoilbonin sahoe, k'ap'e/yŏgŭp, kyŏngsŏng.” [Colonial Modernity of Cafe in Korea
Under Japanese Rule: Japanese Settler Society and Cafe/Waitress in Seoul] Journal of Korean
Women's Studies 36, no.3 (2020)
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1.2. Research Aim

Previous studies on cafe waitresses both in Japan and Korea have relied on

contemporary writings by elite men and therefore inadvertently reproduced vilification of

women and sexual objectification of women’s labor. Furthermore, they failed to expand the

discourse on the labor of cafe waitresses beyond the dualistic categorization between sex labor

and working women (Korean: 직업여성; Japanese: 職業婦人). In terms of the former, the

discourse has been trapped in the dichotomy of sexual slavery versus sexual radical. The

question they’ve missed to ask is: in societies that expected women to preserve “innocence” to

be marriageable, why did women choose the job that was so stigmatized? How did the stigma

against the job develop in the first place? What does the stigma and their choice say about

women’s labor and their position, especially those of uneducated working class women, in their

families and in Japanese and colonial Korean societies? How did the waitresses themselves

perceive their job and their identity?

To answer these questions, this study examines the transculturation process of cafe and

cafe waitresses in the Japanese Empire. The concept of transculturation denotes the

ever-changing characteristic of culture and shows how each and every moment of cultural

encounter entails the process of acquiring another culture, i.e. acculturation, the process of

losing or deracination of a prior culture, i.e. deculturation, and the process of creating a new

culture, i.e. neoculturation. Thus, it acknowledges the power and agency of each and every

individual involved in the process, both the powerful and the powerless. In the Japanese Empire,

it was not just the importers of the western culture, educated elite men and businessmen, nor just

the consumers of the culture, blue and white collar male workers, but also the working class

women, cafe waitresses, who participated in the “social process of meaning creation”16 of the

genre of cafe culture and the job of cafe waitress.

16 Westenholz, A, “Emerging identities beyond organizational boundaries” in Identity in the age
of new economy, ed. T.E. Jensen and A. Westenholz, (Cheltenham, UK, Northhampton, MA:
Edward Elgar, 2004): 124.

7



Chapter II introduces the theoretical concepts the study uses: transculturation, familial

approach and emotional labor. Chapter III delineates the process of transculturation in Japan and

colonial Korea to elucidate the roles of various actors involved in the process: intellectual and

cultural elites, businessmen, political groups, police authorities, white and blue collar workers,

the media, Japanese settlers in colonial Korea, cafe owners, and cafe waitresses. Chapter IV

examines how the rapid industrialization, the economic boom and bust cycle that followed and

the licensed prostitution system in the Japanese empire affected the supply and demand of

female labor in the perspective of families. Chapter V examines the writings of cafe waitresses

and the emotions displayed in their writings. It shows how waitresses use their emotions to

effectively and persuasively deliver their side of the story in the patriarchal societies. It finds

that the Japanese empire was not just a political unit but also a cultural unit within which, while

the metropole and the colony experienced different transculturation process due to the

imbalance of political, economical and cultural capacities between the ruler and the colonized,

women had a shared working and emotional experience. The waitresses in Japan and colonial

Korea spoke the same language in claiming their agency, power, and space in the patriarchal

societies, not just by joining the workforce but also by submitting their writings in magazines

and newspapers, sharing their personal stories and defining and defending their identity against

the social and gender norms. In doing so, the study aims to show how the marginalized group

partook in the “social process of meaning creation”17 of modernity in the Japanese empire.

1.3. Research Method

This study primarily focuses on the Japanese Empire prior to the National Mobilization

Law of 1938 through which the emperor transferred the nation’s and later the colonies’

economy to war footing. Chapter V examines a total of 18 articles from 1930 to 1935. It

examines nine articles from Fujokai written by Japanese cafe waitresses and nine articles from

Donga-Ilbo, Pyŏlgŏn'gon, Samch'ŏlli, Yŏsŏng, and Honam Review written by Korean cafe

17Westenholz, “Emerging identities beyond,” 124.
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waitresses. (Table 1) The names they use in the articles are most likely pseudonyms or

nicknames they use in cafes. Some of the waitresses submitted their stories at least twice using

different names. Hashimoto Yuriko submitted her story again under the name Sumie, and

Yamano Kyouko submitted her story again using the name Tanifuzi Shigeri. But because the

details do not overlap, all of them will be used in the study.

Unless indicated, the translation of Korean and Japanese sources are provided by the

author. Japanese and Korean names are listed in the order of family name and first name. In

addition, in terms of romanization, the Wāpuro Romanization ise used for Japanese texts and the

McCune-Reischauer Romanization is used for Korean texts throughout.

9



Table 1. List of Writings by Cafe Waitresses in Japan and Colonial Korea

Region Year Journal
Title Name Article Title

1

Japan Tokyo 1930 Fujokai
Hashimoto

Yuriko
/

Sumie

橋下
百合子

/
すみ江

My side of the story as
a cafe waitress

女給としての私の
言い分

Japan Tokyo 1931 Fujokai

My concerns as a
single parent who is
raising a child while
working as a waitress

女給をして子供を
育てる片親の悩

み

2 Japan Tokyo 1931 Fujokai Hirayama
Yuriko

平山
百合子

I got divorced because
I was a cafe waitress

女給なるが故に
離婚になった私

3 Japan Tokyo 1931 Fujokai Naomi (Anony
mous)

Various lives of
women who support
the family - Life of a

cafe waitress
supporting an old
father and a child

一家を支える婦
人の生活様々 -
老父と子供を抱え
る女給の生活

4 Japan Osaka 1931 Fujokai Oosaki
Michiko

大崎
みち子

Diaries of Married
Working Women -

After my husband lost
his job, I deceived my

age and became a
waitress

家庭を持つ職業
婦人の日記 - 夫
の失職から若作り
をして女給になっ
た私の日記

5

Japan Kyoto 1934 Fujokai Yamano
Kyouko

/
Tanifuzi
Shigeri

山野
京子

/
谷藤
しげり

My journey from typist
to cafe waitress

タイピストから脱線
して流浪の女給
になるまで

Japan Kyoto 1935 Fujokai

To my husband who
abandoned me even

when I became a cafe
waitress (for him)

女給までした私を
捨てた夫へ

6 Japan Hyogo 1934 Fujokai Yoshii
Shizuko

由井
静子

From maid to waitress,
but now back to my

farmhouse

女中から女給に
なって農家の生
活に歸るまで

7 Japan Kanaza
wa 1935 Fujokai Arai

Kazuyo
新井
一代

Diary before and after
the day of marriage -

I am immersed in
earnest family love

after ending the
waitress life

嫁ぐ日の前後の
日記　

女給生活を清算
して真面目な家
庭愛に浸る私

8 Colonial
Korea Inchon 1929 Donga-Il

bo
Kim

Chŏngsin 金貞信

How I became a
working woman, I

started working in a
cafe for my sick

husband, but
nevertheless my

disheartened husband
committed suicide 1, 2

직업부인이되기
까지

병든남편위해카
페로

남편은비관자살
(上(상)),  (下(하))

9 Colonial
Korea Seoul 1932 Pyŏlgŏn'

gon
Kim

Chŏngsuk 韓貞淑
Why I became like

this, why I became a
cafe waitress

나는 왜 이럿케
됏나, 나는 왜 女
給이 되엿나

10 Colonial
Korea Seoul 1934 Samch'ŏl

li Yŏngran 鈴蘭
An intelligent woman's

memoir, my face
reflected in a cocktail,

인테리 女給手記,
컥텔에 빗친 내
얼골, 묵은 日記
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reading my old diary 를 읽으며

11 Colonial
Korea Seoul 1934 Yŏsŏng Paek

Changmi 백장미
Women of Chosun! Do

not hesitate to jump
into the workforce!

朝鮮의女性들아!
躊躇말고 職業戰

線으로!!

12 Colonial
Korea Seoul 1934 Yŏsŏng Suncha 順子 Starting my life anew 更生의道

13 Colonial
Korea Seoul 1934 Yŏsŏng Kim

Myŏngsuk 金明淑
The path I'm walking

on is a thorny one
내가것고잇는길
은 가시덤불길

14 Colonial
Korea Mokpo 1935 Honam

Review
Han

Chŏngsuk 金靜淑
Why did I become a

cafe waitress?
나는 웨 여급이
되엿는가?

15 Colonial
Korea Seoul 1935 Honam

Review Helena 헤레나
Cafe waitress as a
working woman

여급도
직업여성으로서

16 Colonial
Korea Mokpo 1937 Honam

Review Han Sun 韓順
Diary of my life as a

cafe waitress
나의여급생활일

기
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Chapter II. Theoretical Framework

2.1. Transculturation

Fernando Ortiz first introduced the concept of transculturation in his study on Cuban

culture in Cuban Counterpoint: Tobacco and Sugar (1940). Ortiz contended that the concept of

acculturation, which was widely used among anthropologists of his time, only captured

one-dimensional process of acquiring another culture; Robert Redfield, Ralph Linton, and

Melville J. Herskovits (1936) suggested that the process of acculturation happens through

selection, determination, and integration.18 For Ortiz, transculturation highlights various

dimensions in the process of transitioning from one culture to another, since the transition is not

just about acquiring another culture, i.e. acculturation, but also entails the process of losing or

deracination of a prior culture, i.e. deculturation, and the process of creating a new culture as a

result, i.e. neoculturation.19 Ortiz’s transculturation implies that when two or more cultures meet

a new culture is created at every phase of readjustment and disadjustment, and the process can

never be a one-way process, i.e. the powerless being merged into the powerful or the majority

overriding the minority. Every individual involved takes part in the process of transculturation.

Ortiz explains that “If the Indies of America were a New World for the Europeans, Europe was a

far newer world for the people of America.”20 We should not only focus on how colonizers

discovered the new world, but also see how natives discovered the foreign world of colonizers

in their native land. “All, those above and those below, living together in the same atmosphere

of terror and oppression, the oppressed in terror of punishment, the oppressor in terror of

reprisals, all beside justice, beside adjustment, beside themselves. And all in the painful process

of transculturation.”21 The concept of transculturation provides an excellent template to

21 Ibid. 102.
20 Ortiz, Cuban, 100.

19 Fernando Ortiz, Cuban Counterpoint Tobacco and Sugar, trans. Harriet de Onís (Durham and
Londong: Duke University Press, 1995), 102-103.

18 Robert Redfield, Ralph Linton, Melville J. Herskovits, "Memorandum for the Study of
Acculturation". American Anthropologist. 38 No.1 (1935): 151.
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examine the continuous formation and the transformation of the cafe culture and the labor of

cafe waitresses in the Japanese Empire. It allows one to avoid logical fallacies of assuming that

the far east would naturally adopt the western culture, that the culture of men would overpower

the culture of women, and that the colonizers would override the culture of the colonized.

Conflicting arguments in previous studies demonstrated that the meaning of cafe waitress was

never fixed nor definable and that it had been negotiated and transformed continuously. Trans

denotes the ever-changing characteristic of culture, and the concept of transculturation

acknowledges the power and the agencies of each and every individual involved in the cultural

encounter, both the powerful and the powerless. Thus, this paper will utilize transculturation to

shed light on multiple dimensions in the Japanese Empire and show how it was not just the

importers of western culture, i.e. educated elite men and businessmen, nor just the consumers of

the culture, mostly men, but also the working class women, cafe waitresses, who participated in

the social process of creating meaning of modernity: modern gender roles and modern service

job.

2.2. Women Work and Family

Suh, Sun-Hee (1988) divides studies on women’s work into three approaches:

individualistic approach, structural approach and familial approach.22 The individualistic

approach examines the changes in the supply side that affect women’s work participation:

women’s life cycle of marriage and childbirth, educational attainment, age, and husband’s

income and attitude.23 The structural approach finds the causality in the conditions in the

demand side, such as changes in technology, the mode of production, and demography.24 The

familial approach examines how women’s work is transformed in relation to their families

highlighting “that the demand of the family are the factors influencing the supply of women’s

24 Ibid. 12
23 Suh, “Women’s “Work in Korea,” 7.

22 Suh, Sun-Hee, “Women’s Work in Korea: Colonial Industrialization and Its Impact, 1940-1945”
(PhD diss., The Pennsylvania State University, 1988), 7-29.
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work.”25 This paper will examine women’s work through the familial approach. It assumes that

the pattern of change in women’s work caused by industrialization in England and France

transpired in the Japanese Empire as well. Tilly & Scott’s Women, Work, and Family (1978)

provides insight into how industrialization transforms family organizations and their economic

activities and how they affect women’s work, especially of non-elites, at large. The authors

contend that women’s work maintained the same, without improvement nor increase, from

pre-industrial to industrial times. Family has been the fundamental economic unit since the

pre-industrial era. With industrialization, as families adjust and adapt to the new economic

environment, more responsibilities were placed on women both as wage-earners and

household-managers. The authors delineate the transformation of economic activities of families

into three stages: family economy in the pre-industrial times, family wage economy in the early

industrialization, and family consumer economy in the modern era.

In the pre-industrial era, the family economy was the dominant form of family’s

economic activity where production occurred within each household, i.e. the domestic mode of

production, mostly working on primary production such as agriculture, fishery or craftsmanship.

All the members of the family were expected to contribute to their family economy, either by

participating in domestic production or earning wages from afar. Women started working as

daughters. “Under the domestic mode of production most work was organized around a

household, the basic unit of which was a married couple. Girls either worked at home or for

another family. If they were to escape this dependency, they had to marry, for single adult

women were effectively children. … Age, marital status, and occupation were inseparably

intertwined.”26

With industrialization, as the center of production transitioned from household to

factories, a large proportion of labor and capital moved onto secondary (manufacturing) and

26 Louise A. Tilly and Joan W. Scott, Women Work & Family (New York and London: Routledge,
1978), 31-32.

25 Ibid. 28.
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tertiary (service) production. “[T]he decline of small units of production meant a decline in the

numbers of propertied peasants and craftsmen and an increase in proletarians, propertyless

people working for wages.”27 Hence, in the early stage of industrialization, the family wage

economy became the dominant form of economic activity for family organizations. However, if

we see the overall picture, for women, industrialization did not necessarily improve or change

the type of work they did. “Instead of contributing their labor to household production, they had

to sell their labor power and bring in cash.”28 “[T]he majority of working women performed

jobs with low levels of skill and low productivity similar to those that had characterized

women’s work for centuries.”29 But the fundamental change was that women started to migrate

to other areas to find wage work. The place of work usually offered lodgings and therefore

female workers were physically tied to the place they worked for instead of the household.

“Since they were members of family wage economies, their work was defined not by household

labor needs, but by the household’s need for money to pay for food and to meet other expenses,

such as rent.”30 The interdependence among family members and their commitment to family

persisted. “The old rules of the family economy continued to operate in new contexts.”31

As the industrialization progressed family consumption increased and the family

consumer economy became the prevalent form of economic activity among families. It meant

that married women became specialists of household management, rearing children, spending

money economically, and managing health and hygiene of family members. During family

crises married women also joined the workforce. Manufacturing industries in heavy, chemical

and electoral sectors grew rapidly in this period. Larger factories produced goods in mass scales.

Mass production meant mass distribution, and mass distribution demanded a large amount of

labor in the tertiary sector, known as white-collar work. Male workers took up the

administration and managerial position with high wages, and women filled the void in teaching,

31 Ibid.
30 Ibid. 104.
29 Ibid. 77.
28 Ibid. 64.
27 Tilly and Scott, Women, 63.
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clerking, and sales that required rudimentary education and limited skills. These jobs were

relatively less paid and since women dominated these jobs they became “feminized.” On the

facade, women's work seemed to have increased and improved, but essentially “women were

never integrated into the male labor force.”32

Although Tilly & Scott’s work is based on England and France, the patterns can be

observed in Japan and colonial Korea as well. But I argue that the economic activities of family

economy, family wage economy, and family consumer economy occurred simultaneously and

coexisted within families and societies. In the Japanese empire, industrialization was

deliberately pushed forward by the empirical authorities to catch up to the western imperialist

powers. They selectively supported entrepreneurs who maintained loyalty to the authorities,

encouraged and promoted job creation and labor force participation, and invested in selective

industries that strengthened the economic and military power of the empire. In consequence, the

rapid compressed industrialization and the boom and bust cycle that followed affected the

demand and supply of female labor in the perspective of families.

2.3. Emotional Labor

Arlie Russell Hochschild (1985) coined the term emotional labor that denotes the

commercialization of human feeling. Unlike physical labor or mental labor, emotional labor

demands the use of personal feelings: manage and engineer, suppress or induce feelings “in

order to sustain the outward countenance that produces the proper state of mind in others.”33 In

the tertiary sector, in which companies sell service, the product is conveyed through “a publicly

observable facial and bodily display” of workers.34 Therefore, in order to produce the proper

state of mind in customers, e.g. satisfaction, comfort, pleasure, companies demand workers to

work as if they are happy and sincere in their work. Professionalism in the tertiary sector

34 Ibid.
33 Ibid. 7.
32 Ibid. 150.
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demands coordination of minds and feelings. The workers have to draw from personal

experience and utilize themselves that are “deep and integral” to their individualities.35 This

requires more than just surface acting such as smiling or nodding but also deep acting. We often

use deep acting in our personal lives when we try to feel something we ought to feel. In a

somber occasion such as a funeral, we try to stir up the proper emotion we ought to feel to

convey sincere condolences to the mourner. We use imagination or past experience or past

feelings to coordinate the proper emotion; Hoschild refers to this proper emotion as the feeling

rule. Feelings rules are historically and socially constructed norms that are unique to each

culture. But the rules can be also enforced top down by the authorities, unilaterally deciding

what the appropriate feeling is in a certain context. Hoschild gives an example of a flight

attendant training course. When flight attendants encounter customers who sexually harass them

with demeaning behavior, words, or gestures, they are taught to think that what the customers

“really want is to avoid fear of flying.” The management convinces them to think as if those

“mild sexual arousal will be helpful in getting people’s minds off of flying.”36 The forceful

engineering of personal feelings have exchange value and are sold for wages.37 In our personal

lives, we often exchange back and forth. We try to pay back the emotional work we owe to

friends and families and the exchange occurs on an equal footing. But when it comes to

commercial purposes, the setting is unequal. Customers feel as if they are owed much by the

companies and the employees, presuming the upperhand in an unequal exchange of feelings.

“From the beginning customer and client assume different rights to feeling and display. The

ledger is supposedly evened by a wage.”38

In this study, the concept will be used in a broader context beyond the workplace. In

addition to the emotional labor demanded in the job, the waitresses’ write their emotional

experience and emotional distress caused by politically, socially and culturally constructed

38 Ibid. 86.
37 Ibid. 7.
36 Ibid. 94.

35 Arlie Russell Hochschild, The Managed Heart (Berkeley & Los Angeles & London: University
of California Press, 1983), 7.
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social and gender norms in Japan and colonial Korea. As their writings in chapter V

demonstrate, forceful engineering of feelings becomes inevitable when there is an irreconcilable

gap between what one feels like one ought to feel and do as a woman, a daughter, a wife, and a

mother, and what one truly wishes to do. Waitresses expressed their emotional distress caused

by the gap between what family and society expected and presumed them to be and who they

truly were and wished to become. The writing of emotion is a powerful act of meaning creation.

Emotions are performative “in the sense that they do change things; they change the state of the

speaker or of the world around the speaker. These are the emotions that, when expressed and

acted upon, transform reality.”39 Through display of emotions in their writings, waitresses

participated in the process of meaning creation of modernity: the job of cafe waitress and the

modern gender roles.

39 Jisoo Kim, The Emotions of Justice (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 2017), 11.
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Chapter III. Transculturation of Cafe and Cafe Waitress from

the Metropole to the Colony

3.1. Japan

While coffee has been in Japan since the Tokugawa period, the first public place that

offered an atmosphere for people to gather to chat over a sip of coffee and tea was Kahisakan

(Japanese: 可否茶館) opened in Yokohama in 1888 by Tei Eikei (Japanese: 鄭永慶). Tei

himself was an embodiment of cultural crossroads. Son of Tei Einei (Japanese: 鄭永寧), a

Japanese diplomat who assisted in the finalization of the Sino‑Japanese Friendship and Trade

Treaty (1871). His ancestors, the Tei family, for generations served as Toutsuuzi (Japanese:唐

通事) — Chinese interpreter and commercial attache — in the enclosed and the only permitted

Chinese residential area in Nagasaki: the exclusive port city that was opened to the world during

the Tokugawa period. Kahisakan was a blend of Chinese teahouse and western-style coffee

house.40 Tei supposedly wanted to build a place for students and ordinary people and for them to

gather and share information and discuss democracy like the ones he saw in the United States.

For Tei, those places represented genuine western culture, unlike Rokumeikan (Japanese: 鹿鳴

館), a western-style building built in 1883 as part of the Europeanization policy by Japanese

Foreign Minister Inoue Kaoru. Fancy balls and parties were frequently held for elites in

Rokumeikan which mimicked only the facade of European-ness. But the dream to make western

culture affordable to ordinary people was too costly for Tei, and the western-ness remained a

privilege for elites throughout the late 19th century.

In Meiji Japan (1868-1912), urban areas were quickly transforming; People from

various places gathered to find jobs and start anew in the emerging market economy. At the turn

of the century, Tokyo surpassed 2 million in population, twice the population of 1876. Places for

40 Kusakabe, “Sata Ineko,” 10.
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tea — a place to rest and to have a sit and talk to acquaintances while looking up at cherry

blossoms — started to pop up here and there; Kissaten (Japanese: 喫茶店), Chatei (Japanese:

茶亭), Chamisei (Japanese: 茶店), and Chaya (Japanese: 茶屋) were simultaneously used to

denote these places.41 While Japan has a long history of tea culture, these public places in urban

areas were a modern phenomenon that offered a place for people from various backgrounds to

cross paths and where foreignness — foreign tea, milk and coffee — were available and

affordable for ordinary people. Themes of the west and the east were reimagined and

intermeshed in these spaces to lure customers. Taiwan Kissaten Woolong, opened in Ginza,

Tokyo, in 1905, is a good example. As the name implies, it was decorated with themes of the

exoticized colony.

The first establishment that used the title cafe was Cafe Printemps (Japanese:カフェー・

プランタン) opened in 1911 in Ginza, Tokyo.42 Cafe Printemps incorporated the function of

french salons, European cafes, and the emerging tea houses in Japan and offered western dishes

and various types of foreign drinks, such as coffee, whiskey, sherry, and brandy. The second

floor was reserved for members only in which cultural elites such as Mori Ogai, Nagai Kafu,

and Tanizaki Junichiro gathered to discuss art and modern ideas. The western decor fulfilled the

educated men’s nostalgia for western culture which they’ve admired and experienced while they

were abroad.43 Subsequently, Cafe Lion, Cafe Paulista opened in Tokyo and Cafe Kisaragi,

Cafe Mikado, Cafe Namba opened in Osaka. Asahi Shimbun serialized these new phenomena

and reported in detail what happened in these establishments and how famous people enjoyed

these hybrid cultures, and, as Saitoh Hikaru (2011) puts it, cafes formed a new cultural genre in

Japan. In this initial stage, female waiting staffs were called Onna-boy (Japanese: 女ボーイ)

which literally means girl-boy.44 The term implies that the service work in cafes and restaurants,

44 Baba, “‘Kafye’ to ‘jokyuu’ no,” 50.
43 Kusakabe, “Sata Ineko,” 12.

42 Baba, “‘Kafye’ to ‘jokyuu’ no,” 45.

41 SAITOH, Hikaru. “Janru ‘kafye-’ no seiritsu to fukyuu (1).” [The Emergence and Popularization
of the Cafe as a Genre of Catering and Amusement Venues in Modern Japan (1)]
Kyoutoseikadaigaku Kiyou 39 (2011): 144.
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which was mostly taken up by young men in Europe and informally referred to as boys, were

gradually feminized in Japan. Cafes competed over various exotic cultures; Cafe Paulista

employed — boy — waiters and served Brazilian coffee and curry rice.45 Both male and female

waiting staff attired in white aprons that symbolized western modernity, professionalism and

hygiene.

With the outbreak of World War I, Japan, who participated as the Allied Power but was

geographically remote from the main battlefields, experienced a remarkable increase in demand

for its goods at a global scale. The high demand expedited industrialization and created an

unprecedented level of jobs in urban areas. Japan became a creditor country for the first time

and enjoyed an economic boom throughout the early 1920s. As the working population in urban

areas increased rapidly, workers, both white and blue collar, sought out an escape and stimulus

from their mundane daily routine. Correspondingly, affordable entertainment that offered a taste

of exotic otherness of the west flourished, such as movie theaters, live jazz music, and cafes and

bars. Cafe waitresses emerged as a new type of female job in the commercial sector and were

introduced in government’s surveys and in the media. Especially in Tokyo, in the aftermath of

the Kanto Earthquake in 1923, the demand for consumption exploded and in the process of

rebuilding the city beauty (Japanese:美) and eroticism (Japanese:エロ) were brought to the fore

to fulfill the heightened demand.46

In terms of workforce participation, since men took up jobs that offered high wages in

heavy, chemical and electronic industries and administration and managerial positions, women

filled the jobs that required rudimentary education, limited skills, and less physical strength.47

Proper nouns denoting those jobs such as factory girl (Japanese:女工), cafe waitress (Japanese:

女給), bus girl (Japanese: バースガール), department store girl (Japanese: デパートガール),

47 Nobuyoshi Tasaka, “Josei roudou no sho ruikei” [Various types of Female Labor] in Nippon
Josei Seikatsushi Dai 4 Kan Kindai [The Life History of Japanese Women. Volume 4. Modern],
ed. Nagahara Kazuko & Hirota Masaki (Tokyo: Toukyoudaigaku Shuppankai, 1990), 163-184.

46 Baba, “‘Kafye’ to ‘jokyuu’ no,” 56.
45 Kusakabe, “Sata Ineko,” 13.
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elevator girl (Japanese: エレベーターガール), manikin girl (Japanese:マネキンガール), guide

girl (Japanese: 案内ガール), and gasoline girl (Japanese: ガソリンガール) emerged and were

used in everyday life.48 As the neologisms imply, these jobs became feminized and women’s

body, appearance, expression, feeling and demeanor all became part of the product and services

the businesses commodified to stimulate and attract male customers.

By the mid 1920s, as the number of cafes snowballed and overwhelmed the streets of

urban areas, the establishments started to compete over size, number, and beauty and demeanor

of jokyuu (Japanese: 女給; Translation: Waitress). The number of grand, two to three story high

cafes increased. Larger space added various functions: stage, dance halls, live music, and private

booths and private rooms for those who wanted secrecy and intimacy. Moreover, the influx of

Osaka cafes into Tokyo streets triggered cafes to compete over more sensual and stimulating

entertainment. Osaka cafes such as Cafe Union, Akatama and Bizinza, known for their big

investment, lavish decor and eye-catching shows, opened their second and third stores in other

cities. Cafe Union was one of the first to have a dance hall and was famous for having more

than 100 waitresses. Akatama was known for having their waitresses wear wide variations in

clothes, from Japanese kimono to western style dress suits, and the most fashionable hairstyles

of the time. Bizinza was known for its bizarre stage shows such as “homemade philipino jazz

band” and dance shows to “vulgar popular music.”49 The accelerating competition brought

several changes to the genre. Cafes used more and more provocative images and wordings in

their advertisement such as “Kiss Presentation” or “Erotic Dish, Erotic Soup” to lure

customers.50 From the outset, cafe waitresses were not wage workers; Instead of receiving

monthly pay from the owners they earned their earnings through tips from customers; The tip

culture was imported along with the cafe establishments from the west. On the one hand the

50 Terazawa, Yuu, "1930 nendai no kafye- ni miru sei fuuzoku sangyoukai : douyou no uragawa
ni aru jokyuu no roudou zittai." [The Fluctuation of Sex Industry in 1930's Japan : The
Significance of Employing and Labor System in Cafee] Ritsumeikandaigaku Zinbun Kagaku
Kenkyuujo Kiyou 103 (2014): 116.

49 Komatsu, Kanbi, ”Kafye gyousha to sono torishimari” [Cafe owners and regulations], Keimu
Ihou 306 (October, 1931): 78.

48 Baba, Nobuhiko, “‘Kafye’ to ‘jokyuu’ no modanizumu shiron” [An Essay on the Modernism of
‘Cafe’ and ‘Cafe Waitress’], Shukutoku Kokubun 39 (1998): 57
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owners were able to save money and invest in other areas, but on the other it meant that they

could not bind skillful waitresses to their establishments. Waitresses directly negotiated with

customers regarding their service and raised their earnings based on their capacity. Therefore,

monthly earnings differed by individuals and changed throughout the boom and bust cycle of

the economy, but during the Taisho period the average earning ranged between 20 to 60 yen a

month and one could earn up to more than 100 yen a month51, which was equivalent to a

salaryman’s wage52 and unusually and comparatively high for female laborers. As the

competition escalated, owners started to impose various rules on waitresses. Some cafes

collected daily fees on tables they “used” and fined them for being late or absent.53 Moreover,

owners tried to bind waitresses to their establishment by providing a loan in advance (Japanese:

前借金, Translation: Advance Payment); Waitresses had to invest a large proportion of their

income on makeup, clothes and hair accessories since their appearances directly affected their

earnings, i.e. tips.

In 1929, contemporary architect Kon Wazirou observed that “in contrast to the recession

the world is experiencing, the recent expansion of cafes and bars in the city [of Tokyo] is

actually amazing. … In just 12 years, cafes and bars have popped up in Ginza, Asakusa, Kanda,

and Shinjuku at a dizzying speed. The statistics presented by the Police Department shows that

there are 6,187 cafes and 1,345 bars [in Tokyo,] and the numbers say for themselves that we are

now living in the golden era of cafes.”54

In the perspective of the law enforcers, cafes and cafe waitresses were a ticking time

bomb as various groups were pressuring authorities to regulate or even eradicate these places.

Female religious groups within the the Temperance Movements campaigned for the abolishment

54 Baba, “‘Kafye’ to ‘jokyuu’ no,” 37.
53 Komatsu, ”Kafye gyousha to,” 78.

52 EITOH, Kiyoko, “Taishouki niokeru houkyuu seikatsusha oyobi shokkou no kazoku shuunyuu”
[Family Income of Salaried Worker and the Worker's in the Taisho Era], Koushientankidaigaku
Kiyou 31, (2013): 13.

51 Chuuou Shokugyou Shoukai Zimukyoku, Shokugyou Fuzin Chousa Jokyuu [Survey of
Women’s Occupation. Waitress], (Chuuou Shokugyou Shoukai Zimukyoku, 1926), 90-92.
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of cafes and bars along with licenced brothels (Japanese: 廃娼運動).55 Business groups that

represented small to big stores petitioned to get rid of the establishments that debased the

atmosphere of their towns and harmed their commercial interests. Others raised concerns

regarding the rise of juvenile delinquency and youths’ drinking and smoking in cafes and bars.

Simultaneously, proletarian groups including the Japan Masses Party (Japanese: 日本大衆党)

raised their voice to protect the establishments arguing that they provided working opportunities

for female proletariat.56 In 1927, the Tokyo Metropolitan Police Department (Japanese:警視庁)

designated cafes waitresses as one of “Decadent Working Women (Japanese: 不良職業婦人)”

in their investigation about the issue of modern girls — whom they saw as a dangerous group

that corrupted public morals — “living with their lovers without marriage.”57 In the same year,

from January to August, 260 cafes were suspended from business for debasing public morality.58

In Tokyo the cases of illegal prostitution (Japanese: 密賣淫) in restaurants including cafes

increased from 507 cases in 1920-24 to 1,407 cases in 1925-29 and to 1,962 cases in 1930-34.

(Appendix C) In 1929, the Tokyo Metropolitan Police Department sent out the Enforcement

Guideline for Cafes and Bars (Japanese:「カフェー」 「バー」等取締要項) to police stations

under its jurisdiction and, in 1933, officially promulgated the Special Restaurant Business

Regulatory Rules (Japanese:特殊飲食店営業取締規則). The special rules enforced every cafe

and bar to apply for “Special Restaurant” license and delineated specific rules regarding the

structure and arrangement of building interior and the payment arrangements among owner,

customer and waitresses.59 However, it is important to note that while the public’s perception of

the job of cafe waitress quickly transformed it does not mean that the labor of cafe waitresses

transformed accordingly — to willing sex workers. In Tokyo, in 1932, the year before the

59 Keishi Keimubu Keimuka Kyouyougakari, Keisatsu Zitsumu Kyoukasho Dai 4 Kan (Hoan
Keisatsuhen Sono 1) [Police Practical Affairs Textbook. Volume 4 (Security Police Part 1)]
(Jikeikai, 1936), 179-184.

58 Ibid.
57 Terazawa, "1930 nendai no,” 117.

56 “Kafye- bokumetsuan ha musan kaikyuu shijo no seikatsu wo odosu mono, Nippon taishuu
tou no seimei” [The plan to eradicate cafes threatens the lives of proletariat children, a
statement from the Japan Masses Party], Osaka Mainichi Shimbun, August 7, 1929.

55 “‘Kafye- bokumetsu wo’ Naimushou ni zikadanpansuru, Oosaka no Hayashi Utako joshi
joukyoushite” [‘Eradication of cafes’ Ms. Utako Hayashi of Osaka goes to Tokyo to directly talk
to the Ministry of Interior], Osaka Mainichi Shimbun, August 4, 1929.
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special rules were enforced, 424 cases of illegal prostitution were reported in restaurants — that

includes all restaurants and not just cafes and bars — which was the second highest next to

1,054 cases in private brothels (Japanese: 私娼). But if we compare it to the total number of

cafes (and bars) and cafe waitresses in Tokyo, which were 7,166 and 22,616 respectively, it only

accounts for 5.92 and 1.87 percent respectively.60 This is excluding the number of waitresses in

other restaurants, and therefore the actual percentage will be much smaller. But, along with the

graphic and exaggerated images portrayed in the media and advertisements and the pressure

from various social and economic groups, it was enough to raise a red flag for the law enforcers

who were in charge of regulating the spread of infectious diseases including sexual transmitted

diseases, maintaining the public morals, and controlling and clamping down on clandestine

political and social gatherings that violated the Peace Preservation Law (1925, Japanese: 治安

維持法). Japanese tatami rooms within cafes and bars, which were not visible from the facade,

were especially a pain in the neck for the authorities as they were often used for illegal

prostitituion or secret political gatherings.

As Tei Eikei envisaged, cafes became an affordable culture enjoyed by the masses, but

the unexpected trajectory of the development was the eroticization and the feminization of the

service labor. In the span of 40 years, the cultural hub of elites, i.e. high culture, had transformed

into a pleasure offering entertainment establishment for the masses, i.e. popular culture. People

from all backgrounds, who wanted to find stimulus in their mundane daily routine, gathered to

enjoy a glass of western alcoholic beverages served by beautiful waitresses who sat down to talk

to them and flirted with the idea of casual and free love. At the same time, the popularity of

these establishments provided lucrative opportunities for working class women, especially for

those who had to support their family on their own or for those who strived to survive in the

cities by themselves. But they were also easily trapped in a debt spiral and were confined to cafe

owners who offered them advanced payments and imposed various rules such as table fees.

60 Home Ministry Police Affairs Bureau, Keisatsu Toukei Houkoku Dai Kyuu Kai [The 9th Police
Statistics Report], (Home Ministry Police Affairs Bureau, 1934), 92-93.
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These structures led to a proportion of waitresses choosing to sell sex in exchange for higher

tips. Social stigma against the job were built upon the small percentage of illegal sex trade

taking place within the estabishments and the exaggerated and sensualized images of cafe

waitresses depicted in advertisement, the media, movies and novels.

3.2. Colonial Korea

In colonial Korea, the first establishment that used the title cafe was Tiger Cafe, opened

in Namdaemun-ro in Namchon (Korean:남촌, Translation: Southern Village) in Seoul in 1911,

one year after Japan officially gained full control over the Korea Peninsula with the

promulgation of the Japan–Korea Annexation Treaty of 1910.61 Namchon was already

commercialized in 1911 by the Japanese settlers who acted as the “conduits of metropolitan

capital and culture”62

The Kingdom of Chosun (1392-1897) was forced to open its ports to Japan for the first

time with the Korea-Japan Treaty (Korean: 강화도조약) in 1876. The dwindling kingdom was

pressed to sign unequal treaties with the imperial powers and opened its ports to China,

England, the United States, Russia, Germany, and France as well. With the treaties, foreign trade

and residential areas were set up in Busan (1876), Wonson (1880), Seoul (1882), Incheon

(1883), and Yongsan (1884), and the first wave of foreign migrants flocked into these areas.

Japanese accounted for the vast majority since Japan was granted exclusive residential areas

(Chinese Character: 專管居留地) in Wonsan and Busan, within which Japan exercised

administrative and police authority. Carrying out its plan to colonize Korea, Japan forced

through the Japan–Korea Protectorate Treaty in 1905 with which the Korean Empire

(1897-1910, Korean: 대한제국) became a protectorate of the Japanese Empire, triggering

another influx of Japanese migrants to the peninsula. In Seoul, the Japanese migrants gathered

62 Jun Uchida, Brokers of Empire: Japanese Settler Colonialism in Korea, 1876-1945
(Cambridge and London: Harvard East Asia Center, 2011), 6.

61 Komatsu, ”Kafye gyousha to,” 76
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into the southern part of the historic capital where it was relatively unpopulated compared to the

northern counterpart. The expatriate leaders spearheaded in a campaign to modernize the

southern part to promote and maximize their commercial interests, pressuring the Japanese

Resident General of Korea (Korean: 한국통감부) to invest in the settlers’ town at the expense

of neglecting the northern part, Bukchon (Korean: 북촌, Translation: Northern Village), where

most of the Koreans lived.63

By 1906, Japanese settlers had formed 13 autonomous organizations of resident

associations, in Sinuiju, Daegu, Seongjin, Gunsan, Mokpo, Jinnampo, Pyongyang, Yongsan,

Gyeongseong (Seoul), Masan, Incheon, Wonsan, and Chongjin. These areas were rapidly

commercialized and urbanized with the capital brought in from the metropole. “Although the

residents’ associations were placed under the authority of the Residency-General and each

association under the vigilant supervision of his local representative, they allowed local settlers

to exercise a wide range of self-governing responsibilities. Empowered with an ability to issue

bonds and levy taxes and fees on local Japanese, residents’ associations granted settlers a stable

and sufficient flow of funds for building and managing public utilities in their communities.

From water supply to schools, Shinto shrines, and medical facilities, they took on the same tasks

that were financially borne by local governments in Japan.”64

In Seoul, Honmachi street in Namchon became the hub for commercial activities where

the settlers set up retail stores, banks, hotels, companies, and cafes in modern and western style

buildings, which “evoked a familiar downtown neighborhood in Tokyo.” 65 The number of cafes

in Seoul grew from just 7 in 1918, to 49 in 1928, and to 59 in 1931.66 It was not just cafe

waitresses, but other gendered labor such as factory girl, bus girl, department store girl (shop

girl), elevator girl, manikin girl, guide girl, and gasoline girl were introduced along with the

66 Komatsu, ”Kafye gyousha to,” 76.
65 Ibid. 73.
64 Uchida, Brokers of Empire, 69.

63 Todd A. Henry, Assimilating Seoul : Japanese rule and the politics of public space in colonial
Korea, 1910-1945 (Berkeley : University of California Press, 2014), 30-31.
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capital and induced Korean women’s workforce participation.67 According to the Honmachi

Police Bureau, in 1931, there were 385 waitresses in Seoul, among which 353 were Japanese

and 32 were Korean. Japanese waitresses were mostly from Yamaguchi, Nagasaki, Fukuoka,

Kumamoto, Tokyo, and Saga prefecture, which, except for Tokyo, are all located in western

Japan geographically close to Korea.68 Table 2 shows further demographic information of the

waitresses. In terms of age, 48.57% were in their early 20s, and 27.53% were in their teens. In

terms of education, 94.03% of them had finished at least elementary school education. In respect

to debt, 28.83% of them owed advance payment to the owners. Regarding prior work

experience, 56.88% of them had no experience at all, while 19.22% had previously worked as

waitresses, presumably in Japan. Other than voluntary migration, waitresses from Tokyo and

Osaka were also “bought” and transferred to cities in Korea, brokered by those who wished to

open cafes that corresponded to the establishments in Japan. One noted in the magazine

Chosŏn'gŭmmanju (Japanese: 朝鮮及滿洲) that he was approached by a businessman who

wished to “buy” 15 to 16 waitresses in Tokyo to take them to Seoul.69 He eventually found 7

women for him, and later heard that some of them moved to Manchuria, one got married and

settled in Korea, and three of them came back to Tokyo and were working as waitresses.

Table 2. Demography of Cafe Waitresses in Seoul (1931)70

Age Population Education Population

Under 20 106 None 10

20 to 24 187 Elementary School Dropout 13

25 to 29 74 Elementary School Graduate 158

30 to 34 8 Middle School Graduate 145

35 and older 10 High School Graduate 59

70 Table 2 demonstrates demographic information of 385 waitresses working in Seoul in 1931.
While the total population of each category of Age, Education, and Advance Payment amounts
to 385, the total population of the Previous Job category is 388. It can be inferred that a small
proportion of the waitresses previously had more than one job.

69 Moribon, “The story I heard from cafe waitresses,” Chosŏn'gŭmmanju, 302 (1933): 116.
68 Ibid.

67 “Ppŏssŭkkŏlmojim taegubuesŏ” [Recruiting Bus Girl in Daegu], Dong-A Ilbo, March 27, 1929;
“Chosŏnnyŏjaŭimanek'ingkkŏlch'urhyŏn.” [Chosun Manikin Girl Emerge], Chosun Ilbo,
September 8, 1929; “Chigŏpchŏnsŏn tep'at'ŭkkŏrŭi piae shinyŏsŏngŭi haengjin'gong (il)” [Work
Front, The woes of department girl, New Women’s march], Chosun Ilbo, October 11, 1931; “
Ellebeit'ŏkkŏl p'arinsungppaksŭŭi chech'ilch'ŏn'guk'aeng" [Elevator girl, 8 Passenger Lift to “the
7th Heaven”], Chosun Ilbo, February 3, 1937.
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Advance Payment (Won) Population Previous Job Population

None 245 None 219

Below 50 84
Geisha 2

Prostitute 2

50 to 100 27
Waitress 74

Maid 6

100 to 300 29
Housewife 53

Domestic Helper 32
Source: Komatsu, Kanbi, ”Kafye gyousha to sono torishimari” [Cafe owners and regulations], Keimu
Ihou 306, October, 1931, 76-82.

Table 3. Number of Cafes and Bars and Waitresses in Japan and Colonial Korea

Year

Japan Colonial Korea

Cafes &
Bars

Waitresses

Cafes & Bars Waitresses

Total
Korean
Owner

Japanese
Owner

Oth
er Total Korean Japanese

Oth
er

1929 - 51,559 - - - - - - - -

1930 27,532 66,840 - - - - - - - -

1931 27,041 77,381 - - - - - - - -

1932 30,598 89,549 - - - - - - - -

1933 35,200 99,312 420 65 353 2 2,489 501 1,988 -

1934 37,056 107,478 535 106 424 5 3,070 739 2,331 -

1935 36,202 109,335 655 171 477 7 3,334 939 2,395 -

1936 34,971 111,700 637 181 453 3 4,060 1,399 2,661 -

1937 32,813 111,284 688 246 441 1 4,292 1,691 2,599 2

1938 31,289 98,437 639 223 415 1 4,257 1,733 2,522 2

1939 29,064 91,946 721 233 487 1 4,302 1,956 2,346 -

1940 - - 609 267 341 1 4,371 2,145 2,226 -

1941 - - 608 279 328 1 3,891 1,998 1,893 -

1942 - - 802 460 304 38 3,872 2,227 1,644 1

1943 - - 500 246 254 - 2,689 1,534 1,155 -
Source: Collected from Keisatsu Toukei Houkoku [Police Statistics Report] (Home Ministry Police Affairs
Bureau) and Chousen Soutokufu Toukei Nenpou [Government-General of Korea Statistics Annual Report]
(Government-General of Chosen)

Until the early 1930s, cafes were mostly concentrated in the settler towns offering

metropolitan culture to the Japanese middle class and simultaneously providing working

opportunities for female Japanese migrants who came to start anew in the colony. But as Table 3

shows, the number of Korean owned cafes and Korean waitresses rapidly grew throughout the

30s, seeping into the daily lives of the colonized masses. The respective numbers surpassed the
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settlers by the 40s. But in comparison to the metropole, the number of cafes and bars were

limited, and they were relatively out of ordinary features of the cities. This meant that the few

establishments became the talk of the town and the center of the attention. Contemporary writer

Lee Seo-gu observed, “What stands out from the street above all else is the so-called cafes.

There is one cafe named Paradise located on the lower floor of the Keimyung Club building in

Insa-dong. It is known for having the president of a law school give a congratulatory speech at

the opening ceremony, with a glass of wine in his hand poured by a beautiful waitress. … The

cafe recruited famous Kisaengs … and a Japanese waitress from the cafe Kongjak who is well

known for her beauty. That is why its popularity skyrocketed as soon as it opened. … Now

former actresses Kim Song-sil and Kim Song-young and former poster model Kim Yeong-sun

are working as waitresses, making it even more prosperous.”71 “In any case, rather than paying

the time fee to have uncomfortable Kisaeng [service], it is much better to go to cafes where

there are 7 to 10 beautiful waitresses who are willing to let men hold their hands, lend their

cheeks and even introduce new style ballroom dancing for just a won.”72

As Park & Miyajima (2020) noted, cafes became the obscure urban space where “one

could not easily draw boundaries”73 between the colonizer and the colonized: Korean middle

class men frequented cafes that were owned by Japanese and flirted with Japanese waitresses

while at the same time Japanese settlers frequented cafes that were owned by Korean in which

Japanese and Korean waitresses served food and drinks. While the boundaries seemed

nonexistent on the facade, there were tensions between different ethinic groups and different

social classes. A female journalist working undercover as a waitress observed, “After all, a

[Japanese] professor at a university with a half-naked waitress in one arm trying to seduce me;

all the things I saw there were nothing but disgusting to me. I could see straight through him, the

blatant psychology of a Japanese who acts uninhibitedly and without any shame because the

73 Park & Miyajima, “K'ap'eŭi shingminjigŭndae.”
72 Lee, “Shilsa illyŏn'gan.”

71 Lee, Seo-gu, “Shilsa illyŏn'gan taegyŏngsŏng amhŭkka chonggun'gi.
k'ap'et'mmajakt'psyŏn'gŭkt'ppame p'inŭn kkot” [Live Report One Year in Seoul Dark Alley
Expedition. Mahjong, Cafe, Stage Plays, Flowers Blooming at Night], Pyŏlgŏn'gon 47, January
1, 1932.
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other person is non-Japanese (furthermore a Korean).”74 Also, waitresses expressed their

abhorrence for male customers who came to the store to flash their cash around and to brag

about their status.75

In 1933, the year the Tokyo Metropolitan Police Department promulgated the Special

Restaurant Business Regulatory Rules in Japan, the Police Bureau of Government-General of

Korea (Japanese: 朝鮮總督府警務局, Korean: 조선총독부경무국) started tracking the

numbers of cafe and cafe waitresses, as noted in Table 3. In 1934, the Police Bureau enforced

similar regulations on cafe businesses in colonial Korea, the Cafe Business Regulation

Standards (Japanese:カフエ―營業取締內規標準). But the regulations were less to do with the

problems occurring within the Korean peninsula per se but more to do with the red flag raised in

the metropole. In 1931, the Chief of the Honmachi Police Bureau Komatsu Kanbi noted ”The

rapid development of cafe businesses has led to the emergence of various social problems

related to them. Especially in September 1929, [in Japan,] the fierce attack on cafe businesses

by the Osaka Chamber of Commerce and Industry (Japanese:大阪府商業会議所) caused a stir

nationwide. Even in Gyeongseong (Seoul), the issue was discussed amongst business holders,

and I was invited to a rotary club one day to explain the current situation of cafes in

Gyeongseong.”76 He explained that because of the pressure from the settler groups who hoped to

regulate cafes in Seoul, he was ordered to go on a business trip to the metropole to study the

status of cafes and regulations on pleasure quarters in Tokyo, Osaka, and Kyoto.77 The result of

this initial investigation led to the 1934 standards that mirrored the 1933 rules in Japan, but

unlike the one in the metropole, that enforced special license on cafes, mandatory license was

not implemented in colonial Korea due to strong opposition from cafe owners whom the

majority were Japanese.78 The owners bargained with the authorities to hold off the mandatory

78 Ibid. 80.
77 Ibid. 78.
76 Komatsu, ”Kafye gyousha to,” 78.

75 Kim, Chŏngcha, “‘K'ap'e’ yŏgŭm ilgi” [‘Cafe’ Diary of a waitress], Pyŏlgŏn'gon 61, March 1,
1933.

74 Yŏgija, “Namjaŭi hwallakkyŏng k'ap'e tapp'agi” [Men’s cockaigne, Report on Cafe],
Pyŏlgŏn'gon 53, July 1, 1932.
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license, and in exchange they offered to cooperate in getting rid of tatami rooms in their

facilities which were seen as the epicenter of illegal sex trade.79 Komatsu noted that before the

crackdown on tatami rooms, especially in the outskirts of the city, there were many cafes that

had hybrid characteristics in which they put up signs saying “Sukiyaki” or “Sashimi” on the

facade while offering both western and Japanese dishes and having both western style halls and

tatami rooms, allowing customers to choose their preference.

Table 4. Waitresses’ Advance Payment in Seoul (Honmachi Police Bureau, 1938)

Type Number of
Waitresses

Number Of
Waitresses

With No Debt

Number Of
Waitresses
With Debt

Highest Debt
(Won)

Lowest Debt
(Won)

Cafe 638 459 179 2,800 15

Restaurant 259 245 14 600 10

Other 109 81 28 250 21

Total 1,006 785 221 41,349
Source: “Yŏgŭbŭijŏnch'a ch'oegosamch'ŏnwŏn ponjŏngsŏŭi chosadop'yo” [A survey chart by Honmachi
Police Bureau of waitresses’ advance payment the highest 3,000 won], Dong-A Ilbo, June 2, 1938.

But the regulations only functioned as guidelines for the law enforcers, and women who

were looking for work easily fell victim to human trafficking and labor exploitation, especially

because of the advance payment system.80 As shown in Table 4, in 1938, it was reported that

28% of cafe waitresses in Seoul owed advance payment to the owners and, compared to other

establishments, had the highest debt which was up to 2,800 won. The 1934 standard stipulates

that “married women should have their husbands’ consent, and the underage should have their

guardians’ consent” when hired as a waitress,81 which meant that the most vulnerable groups

could be easily traded. In a 1931 article, it was reported that a waitress in Pyongyang, age 14,

tried to commit suicide because she couldn’t stand the life in a cafe.82 She was an orphan which

meant that the guardian who had been taking care of her sold her to the cafe. This type of report

82 “Yŏgŭbŭlbigwan chasalmisu shipsasesonyŏga” [Failed suicide attempt by a 14-year-old girl
pessimistic about being a waitress] , Chosun Ilbo, November 10, 1931.

81 Chief of Police Affairs, ”Kafue torishimari naiki hyoujun ni kansuru ken” [Regarding the Cafe
Business Regulation Standards], Keimu Ihou 342 (October, 1934): 143-148.

80 “Chŏnch'agŭmegorikkaji yŏgŭbŭidŭngkkolppobahamp'ogobok'anŭn k'ap'eju, ponjŏngsŏesŏ
chŏkpal” [From advance payment to high interest, cafe owners who exploit waitresses to fill their
bellies are caught in Honmachi station], Chosun Ilbo, August 15, 1938.

79 Ibid. 79.
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on human trafficking and labor exploitation of women and girls at restaurants, cafes, and

yuukaku was frequent throughout the 1930s and 40s. Thus stigma against the job of cafe

waitress stemmed from real threat and warning against the danger of the prevalent labor

exploitation and human trafficking.

As discussed in the aforementioned Chosŏn'gŭmmanju article, after Japan’s invasion of

Manchuria in 1931 and the establishment of the puppet state Manchukuo in the following year,

Japanese waitresses who crossed the sea to colonial Korea migrated again to the new colony. As

the Empire expanded its occupation in China, both Korean and Japanese waitresses migrated to

Shanghai and North China (Japanese: 北支) to find new opportunities. In 1938, it was reported

that from colonial Korea a total of 2,207 people, 530 Japanese and 1,677 Korean, migrated to

the North China region and a total of 934 people, 16 Japanese and 918 Korean, moved to the

Shanghai region.83 Among them, 292 were waitresses and barmaids.84

3.3. Sub-conclusion

This chapter illustrated the transculturation, continuous transformation, process of cafes

and cafe waitresses from the metropole to the colony. The concept of transculturation

acknowledges the power and agencies of each and every individual involved in the cultural

encounters and the formation of a cultural genre. In Japan, the genre of cafe transformed from

high culture to mass culture through various actors involved in the process: intellectual and

cultural elites, businessmen, political groups, police authorities, white and blue collar workers,

the media, cafe owners, and cafe waitresses. In the process, the job of cafe waitress became

feminized along with other service labor in the commercial sector, sensualizing and

commercializing women’s appearance, body and demeanor. The feminized service jobs

rendered working opportunities for women, and women’s workforce participation increased in

84 Ibid.

83 “Yŏgŭp,chakpup'yŏndae-- pukchiro taegŏjinch'ul” [A formation of waitress and barmaid --
move to North China en masses], Dong-A Ilbo, February 2, 1938.
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consequence. In colonial Korea, the eroticized cafe culture and the feminized service job of cafe

waitress were brought along with the Japanese settler communities who wished to create their

own version of the metropolises in the colony. But the culture seeped into the daily lives of the

colonized, and throughout the 1930s, the number of Korean owned cafes and Korean cafe

waitresses increased rapidly. By the early 40s the respective numbers surpassed the Japanese

settler counterparts (Table 3). On the facade cafes in colonial Korea were obscure urban spaces

where “one could not easily draw boundaries”85 between the colonizer and the colonized. But

tensions between the two ethnic groups existed and were palpable within the establishments,

caused by the imbalance of political, economical and social power between the two. Unlike the

regulations on cafes in Japan, the rules in colonial Korea were tailored to the needs of the

settlers who “took on the same tasks that were financially borne by local governments in

Japan.”86 But at the same time in both the metropole and the colony the commodification of

female labor and the advance payment system, which was common in the commercial sector,

often led to human trafficking and labor exploitation of women and girls.

The transculturation process illuminates the ever-changing characteristic of modern

culture and the role of each and every individual involved in the meaning creating process of

modernity, both the powerful and the powerless. It was not just the importers of the western

culture, educated elite men and businessmen, nor just the consumers of the culture, male, white

and blue collar laborers, but also the working class women, cafe waitresses, who partook in the

construction of the cultural genre of cafe and the job of cafe waitress. In the subsequent

chapters, Chapter IV illustrates how the planned and compressed industrialization and the

licenced prostitiution system affected women’s work in the Japanese empire, and Chapter V

examines the writings of cafe waitresses to further demonstrate the role of working class women

in the “social process of meaning creation”87 of modern service labor and modern gender roles.

87 Westenholz, “Emerging identities beyond,” 124.
86 Uchida, Brokers of Empire, 69.
85 Park & Miyajima, “K'ap'eŭi shingminjigŭndae.”
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Chapter IV. Women’s Work in the Japanese Empire

4.1. Female Labor Force Participation

As Scotts and Tilly (1978) demonstrates, industrialization transformed economic

activities — production, wage-earning, and consumption — of family units, changing women’s

contribution to the family from labor within domestic production to wage-earning labor outside

the households, whilst the responsibility of managing the household increased at the same time.

In England and France, the industrialization spanned over two centuries and the transformation

was gradual and occurred in stages. The industrialization in the Japanese Empire transpired

within just a half a century deliberately pushed forward by the empirical authorities in its effort

to catch up, to confront and to coexist with the western imperialist powers and also propelled by

the development of the free market and the “ideal of the businessman as a benefactor of the

community and servant of the state.”88 The empire encouraged and promoted labor force

participation, selectively supported entrepreneurs who maintained loyalty to the government,

and invested in industrial sectors that could assist in strengthening the empire’s economic and

military power. As a result of the planned and compressed industrialization, the family economy,

family wage economy, and family consumer economy coexisted within families and societies,

significantly affecting both the supply and demand of female labor in the perspective of

families.

4.1.1. Japan

In Japan, the rapid industrialization brought about various new opportunities for women.

But, as it did in Europe, most of the jobs were a continuation of the type of labor that was

expected from them within families, the domestic mode of production. The only significant

88 Rodney Clark, The Japanese Company, (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1979), 29;
George Jackson, “The Origins of Nonliberal Corporate Governance,” in The Origins of
Nonliberal Capitalism, ed. Wolfgang Streeck and Kozo Yamamura (Ithaca and London: Cornell
University Press, 2001), 139.
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change was that they were employed in the production line outside the families and were

expected to contribute to their families through wages. The demand for female wage workers

began in the textile sector. In the late 19th century, Japanese textile, cotton and silk, was mainly

produced in family workshops. But, with the importation of western technologies, the scale of

production increased and the center of the production changed from households to factories.

Large factories hired young girls from rural areas, providing lodging, for cheap labor. WWI

created an astronomical amount of jobs in urban areas. But while men took up jobs that offered

high wages in heavy, chemical and electronic industries and administration and managerial

positions, women filled the jobs that required rudimentary education, limited skills, and less

physical strength.89

However, after the war, Japanese economy experienced a downturn. Serial events in the

1920s, the Kanto earthquake in 1923, the Financial Crisis in 1927, the Wall Street Crash of 1929

and the Manchuria Incident in 1931, further slowed down the growth and led to the rise of

unemployment. By then, a large proportion of Japanese manufacturing businesses, especially in

textile industries, had moved their core factories to the colonies where they found cheaper labor

and received preferential treatment in extracting natural resources. "[F]rom about 1917 private

Japanese industrial investments expanded in both Korea and Taiwan."90 In colonial Korea,

"[T]he colonial authorities allowed themselves to be persuaded by capital investors into relaxing

their restrictions on the development of colonial industries,"91 such as the termination of the

Company Law “that stipulated that all new companies had to be officially licensed by the

Government-General” in 1920 and the abolishment of tariffs between the metropole and the

colony.92 The economic downturn and the new opportunities in the colony affected women’s

workforce participation in Japan. As Table 5 demonstrates, compared to 1920, the female labor

force in the industrial sector decreased in 1930 by 9.7%. But, at the same time, the female labor

92 Ibid. 41-43.
91 Ibid. 42.
90 Carter Eckert, Offspring of Empire (Seattle: University of Washington, 1991), 42.

89 Nobuyoshi Tasaka, “Josei roudou no sho ruikei” [Various types of Female Labor] in Nippon
Josei Seikatsushi Dai 4 Kan Kindai [The Life History of Japanese Women. Volume 4. Modern],
ed. Nagahara Kazuko & Hirota Masaki (Tokyo: Toukyoudaigaku Shuppankai, 1990), 163-184.
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force participation in the commercial sector, which includes personal service jobs such as

waitress, increased significantly by 42.1%, substantiating the feminization of service labor.

Table 5. Growth in Labor Force by Gender and Occupation in Japan
(Population: x1,000)

Occupational
Sector

1920 1930 Growth in
Male

Labor
Force (%)

Growth in
Female

Labor Force
(%)Total Male Female Total Male Female

Total 55,963 28,044 27,919 64,460 32,390 32,060 15.5 14.8

Employed 27,202 16,979 10,223 29,620 19,030 10,589 12.1 3.6

Farming &
Forestry 14,128 7,750 6,378 14,140 7,743 6,397 -0.1 0.3

Fishery 558 517 41 547 501 46 -3.1 12.2

Mining 424 328 97 251 210 41 -36.0 -57.7

Industrial Jobs 5,300 3,716 1,584 5,700 4,269 1,430 14.9 -9.7

Commercial
Jobs 3,188 2,158 1,030 4,478 3,014 1,464 39.7 42.1

Transportation 1,037 975 62 1,108 1,029 79 5.5 27.4

Public Affairs
& Self

Employed 1,442 1,134 308 2,044 1,692 352 49.2 14.3

Domestic
Worker 596 63 533 781 84 697 33.3 30.8

Others 527 337 190 571 488 83 44.8 -56.3
Source: Nobuyoshi Tasaka, “Josei roudou no sho ruikei” [Various types of Female Labor] in Nippon
Josei Seikatsushi Dai 4 Kan Kindai [The Life History of Japanese Women. Volume 4. Modern], ed.
Nagahara Kazuko & Hirota Masaki (Tokyo: Toukyoudaigaku Shuppankai, 1990), 166-169.

4.1.2. Colonial Korea

As Japanese textile companies transferred their investments including factories to

colonial Korea, female labor force participation grew in the silkworm farming and in the textile

industry in colonial Korea in the 1930s (Table 6). Demand for female labor was also high in

livestock farming, wood and bamboo manufacturing, domestic work, and personal service work

— which includes cafe waitresses. As it did in Japan, men mostly took up jobs that offered high

wages in heavy, chemical and electronic industries and administration and managerial positions,

while women filled non-managerial, auxiliary jobs that required rudimentary education, limited

skills, and less physical strength.
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Table 6. Occupation with High Female Labor Force Participation (Sex Ratio under 100)
in Colonial Korea (1930)93

Occupation
Japanese Korean

Total Female Sex Ratio Total Female Sex Ratio

Agriculture
>Livestock 894 288 210 28,737 22,381 28

Agriculture
>Sericulture 2,295 1,453 58 230,245 220,031 5

Industrial>
Textile Industry 1,523 387 294 203,542 189,674 7

Industrial
>Wood, Bamboo 4,605 71 6,386 92,396 51,722 79

Commercial
>Personal Service 18,188 13,427 35 144,772 91,357 58

Domestic Worker 3,536 3,391 4 116,751 88,453 32
Source: Korean Statistical Information Service (KOSIS); Original data from the Census of the
Government-General of Korea (1930).

In terms of female jobs, typist, telephone operator, and office clerk were considered

successful careers which required a certain level of education and offered high monthly wages

(Table 7). Domestic worker (Chinese Character: 女中, Translation: Housemaid）in a Japanese

household was the most commonly available job for uneducated working class women from

rural background which received the lowest pay.94 Personal service jobs such as shop assistant,

elevator girl, receptionist, and waitress earned more than twofold compared to domestic

workers. But because cafe waitresses earned their earnings through tips they could earn much

more than other service jobs which had fixed monthly wages.

Table 7. Korean Female Average (Fixed) Monthly Wage by Occupation in Colonial
Korea (1939)95

Occupation Monthly Wage (won)

Typist 40.46

Telephone Operator 35.75

Cleaner 34.57

Office Clerk 34.22

Shop Assistant 28.91

Handywoman 28.07

95 Lee, Mangyu, “Kajŏngdokpon (Wan) Yŏsŏnggwa chigŏp” [Household Reader (Final) Women
and Job], Dong-A Ilbo, September 25, 1939.

94 Suncha, “ Kaengsaengŭi to” [Starting my life anew], Yŏsŏng 1, (April 1934): 15.
93 See Appendix A for the full table.
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Elevator Girl 26.66

Receptionist 25.79

Restaurant Waitress 23.91

Waitress 21.95

Domestic Worker 9.5
Source: “Yŏsŏnggwa chigŏp” [Women and job], Dong-A Ilbo, September 25th, 1939.

But Korean women faced double wage discrimination in their homeland. As Table 8

shows, in comparison to male counterparts, female laborers were paid much less. For example,

in 1933, Korean male domestic workers earned 10.43 won a month, while Korean female

domestic workers earned 7.41 a month. Furthermore, Korean male farm workers could earn 0.56

won a day, while Korean female farm workers earned 0.3 a day. It was the same for the Japanese

settlers, and in 1933, while male domestic workers earned 19.86 won monthly, female workers

earned 14.6 won monthly. In terms of farm work, Japanese men could earn 1.1 won a day, while

Japanese women earned 0.8 won a day. However between the two ethnic groups, both male and

female, Korean workers were paid much less compared to their Japanese counterparts. For

uneducated working class women who had to provide for their families by themselves, there

were not many options where one could earn enough money to support the family. The job of

cafe waitress, in which one could negotiate and raise their tips, provided a unique opportunity

for female workers. Based on a 1940 article, it was rumored that waitresses could earn around

120 to 130 won a month,96 which is three times the monthly wage of a female typist (Table 7). It

may not reflect the accurate reality but demonstrates how the tip system in cafes allowed

lucrative and attractive opportunities for women.

Table 8. Average Wage by Ethnicity in Colonial Korea (1933-1942)97

Year Ethnicity
Domestic Work

(Monthly)
Farm Work

(Daily)
Fishery
Work
(Daily)

Locksmith
(Monthly)

Producing
Soy Sauce
(Monthly)Male Female Male Female

1933
Korean 10.43 7.41 0.56 0.30 1.03 - 31.28

97 I selected occupations that provided monthly wages or wages by gender. Although the wage
of a fishery worker is daily-base, I have listed them as an example in comparison to the daily
wage of a farm worker. The full table is available at KOSIS, https://kosis.kr/index/index.do.

96 “Kajŏnggomullan ppaesŏ tonŭl pŏlgo ship'ŭnde ŏttŏhan koshimnikka?” [Counseling Column. I
want to work in a bar. What is it like there?] Dong-A Ilbo, February 22, 1940.
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Japanese 19.86 14.60 1.10 0.80 2.04 - 56.77

1934
Korean 10.21 7.20 0.61 0.37 0.98 38.85 29.26

Japanese 20.74 14.18 1.16 0.90 1.96 74.93 55.50

1935
Korean 10.99 7.48 0.65 0.41 1.10 37.47 28.88

Japanese 22.27 14.49 1.37 0.90 1.99 76.89 55.36

1936
Korean 11.22 7.66 - - 1.25 39.45 28.68

Japanese 23.00 15.00 - - 1.98 78.94 59.29

1937
Korean 11.34 7.92 - - 1.41 40.25 28.75

Japanese 23.39 15.16 - - 1.99 76.73 59.41

1938
Korean 11.46 7.99 - - 1.31 39.17 30.94

Japanese 22.70 15.01 - - 1.93 75.05 59.29

1939
Korean 11.57 8.33 - - 1.37 38.95 39.57

Japanese 21.02 15.08 - - 2.01 77.06 59.88

1940
Korean 11.89 8.79 - - 1.52 36.04 30.86

Japanese 18.58 15.03 - - 2.17 77.14 60.00

1941
Korean 13.42 10.22 - - 1.93 84.31 33.93

Japanese 18.73 16.37 - - 2.42 78.53 58.48

1942
Korean 13.56 11.07 - - 2.16 44.40 42.87

Japanese 15.89 17.52 - - 2.53 84.79 62.49
Source: Korean Statistical Information Service (KOSIS)

4.2. Sex Trade in the Empire

In the patriarchal societies of Japan and Colonial Korea, another way women’s “labor”

contributed to the family was through marriage and being traded in yuukaku, legal red-light

districts in the Japanese empire, for advance payment. In respect to marriage, both the receiving

family and the sending family benefited from women’s labor. In the perspective of the receiving

family, the labor of a wife or a daughter-in-law contributed to all three economic activities of

family economy, family wage economy, and family consumer economy. In the perspective of the

sending family, it was one less mouth to feed. “Young women were not considered as important

as other members of their households. After all, in maintaining the line of inheritance, the

household and land were to be passed on to the oldest sons.”98 The preexisting patriarchal

systems in Japan and Korea were codified into civil law, Ie System (Japanese: 家制度,

98 Sechiyama, Kaku, Patriarchy in East Asia: a comparative sociology of gender (Leiden and
Boston: BRILL, 2013), 57.
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Translation: the Family System), under the Meiji Government and the Japanese Resident

General of Korea, respectively. In colonial Korea, poor families married their daughters to rich

families even if she was to become a concubine.99 Patriarchal polygamous marriage of the

Chosun Kingdom continued and was prevalent in the modern colonial Korean society.

Furthermore, sex trade businesses in the Japanese empire signficantly affected the fate

of numerous girls and women from poor and rural background; Families sold their female

members to yuukaku in exchange for advance payments.100 The abrupt and forced

100 In Japan, from the Azuchi-Momoyama period (1568-1600), the final phase of the Warring
States period, Shogunate designated certain areas for sex trade. Yuujoya (Japanese: 遊女屋,
Translation: Brothels) businesses were permitted in the areas called yuukaku (Japanese: 遊廓).
These places were enclosed, surrounded by high walls, and the number of people going in and
out were carefully monitored and regulated in the pretext of maintaining public order and
controlling public morals. But the main goals were to efficiently collect tax from these lucrative
businesses and bind yuujo (Japanese: 遊女, Translation: Prostitute) to yuukaku. The Meiji
Government inherited and continued the system by adjusting the denomination from yuujo and
yuujoya to shougi (Japanese: 娼妓, Translation: Prostitute) and kashizashiki (Japanese: 貸座敷).
It promulgated regulations for sex trade businesses, the Rules on Kashizashiki Business,
Shougi, and Geigi (Japanese: 貸座敷渡世・娼妓・芸妓規則) in 1873, the Rules and Regulations
on Kashizashiki, Hikitechaya, and Shougi in 1896 (Japanese: 貸座敷引手茶屋娼妓取締規則),
and the Prostitution Protection Act in 1900 (Japanese: 娼妓取締規則). The former two were local
orders promulgated by the Tokyo Metropolitan Police Department (Japanese: 警視庁), and the
government allowed each prefecture to regulate sex trade busniness independently. The
Gunma prefecture, for example, tried to eradicate sex trade once and for all. But with the 1900
Act, a national order enforced to unify policies throughout the mainland, the licensed sex trade
were codified into law. These rules stipulated that kashizashiki businesses should be based on
the consent, or “free will,” of shougi — but a signature from a guardian was enough, — set a
minimum age for shougi — which was 16 at the beginning but revised to 18, — enforced every
shougi to receive regular medical checkup for sexually transmitted diseases, and limited and
regulated the movements of shougi. Under the false pretense of “free will,” Japan was able to
dodge international and domestic criticism, but the human trafficking continued, especially of
young daughters in poor rural villages whose legal guardians received a sum in advance and
had their daughters pay back through sexual labor. In Korea before the annexation, exclusive
Japanese residential areas were granted in Wonsan and Busan, within which Japan could
exercise administrative and police power, and prostitution business were set up in these areas
by the Japanse settlers. For example, in 1881 in the Busan residential area where 997
Japanese men resided, there were 9 kashizashikis and 94 shougis. Consequently, consulates of
each residential area set up separate rules to manage the increasing sex trade businesses. By
the early 20th century, settlers of Busan and Wonsan bought lands outside the residential areas
to house kashizashikis and other special restaurants creating their own version of yuukaku. With
the second influx of Japanese migrants, by 1906, Japanese settlers had formed 13 autonomous
organizations of resident associations and each organization set up its yuukaku and financed its
organization with the lucrative revenue. The Japanese Resident General of Korea (Korean:
한국통감부) condoned the establishment of yuukaku and let the directors (Korean: 이사청) of
each region regulate sex trade business independently. Yamashita (2007) finds that the
regulations were in line with the 1896 rules in Japan; They enforced state license for sex trade
businesses, bound the residence of shougis to yuukaku — as they needed permission to leave
the area, — and forced shougis to receive regular medical check up. But while Sinuiju, Mokpo,
Seongjin, Chongjin, Incheon set the minimum age at 18 and Daegu at 16, other regions had no

99 Helena, “Yŏgŭpto chigŏbyŏsŏngŭrosŏ” [Waitress is also a working woman], Honam Review (
April, 1935): 42-44.
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industrialization left rural economies vulnerable to the boom and bust cycle of the empire,

natural disasters, and the changes in the geopolitical situation. Both in Japan and colonial Korea,

families in extremely dire situations sold their daughters to yuukaku to make their ends meet.101

The Japanese Empire had a double standard in regards to regulating sex trade business:

It initiated and played a dominant part in the commercialization of sex as through the licenced

prostitution system (Japanese: 公娼制度), but at the same time it regulated and criminalized

unlicensed prostitution (Japanese: 密賣淫). The authorities of the empire tried to control

human’s sexual desires by permitting sex trade in certain areas while banning it elsewhere. The

main goals were to control the spread of sexually transmitted diseases, to maintain public order

101 Nakamura, Takahide, Shouwa kyoukou to keizai seisaku [Showa Depression and Economic
Policy], (Koudansha gakujutsu bunko, 1994), 115; Susumu, Annaka, “'Musume no miuri' no
youin to hensen" [Causes and Trends of Selling Daughters], WINPEC Working Paper Series
No.J1602 (June 2017): 2; “Chaehunakkange haet'aehyungjang aeyŏbangmaejasokch'ul”
[Increase in daughters selling after failure of seaweed crops at Naktong river post disaster],
Dong-A Ilbo, February 17, 1935.

minimum age. Resident associations negotiated with the directors regarding the rules and
regulations and therefore they differed by regions. Women who were traded in these yuukaku
were mostly Japanese who were trafficked overseas through the system of zegen (Japanese: 女
衒, Translation: Intermediary). But as the yuukaku started to form outside the Japanese
residential areas, the number of Korean women “hired” to these businesses gradually grew.
Simultaneously, in 1904, Shin Taehyu the Chief of Hansung Police Bureau of the Korean
Empire, alarmed by the spread of syphilis in Korea, investigated the number of Korean
prostitutes in Seoul, which was 280, designated a residential area for them in the southern part
of Seoul, and permitted sex trade only within the area. As Japan gradually took over the police
authority during the protectorate period, in 1908 under the order of Wakabayashi Raizo, the
Chief of Seoul Metropolitan Police, the Prostitute Regulation Order (Chinese Character: 娼妓團
束令), the Kisaeng Regulation Order (Chinese Character: 妓生團束令), and the Directions for the
Enforcement of the Prostitute and Kisaeng Regulation Order (Chinese Character: 妓生及娼妓團
束令施行心得) were promulgated. These regulations amalgamated the preexisting system of
kisaeng with underground sex trade businesses and codified into a state regulated system that
corresponded to that of Japan, enforcing state license, setting the minimum age of kisaengs and
prostitutes at 15, and imposing mandatory medical check up on them. At the same time, the law
denied the existence of kisaengs who only performed artistic entertainment and did not engage
in prostitution. During the Choson Kingdom, the upper level kisaengs were artists who
performed dance and music in banquets held for elites. In the past, kisaengs were managed by
gibu (Chinese Character: 妓夫, Translation: The Husband of Giseang) who worked as a pimp,
taking care of their livelihood and trafficking them from places to places. The lower level
kisaengs, who were the lowest class in the stratified society, became the second or third wife of
gibus. Intending to cut these old ties, the regulations prohibited kisaengs from marrying. A
woman with a husband could not become a kisaeng, and she had to divorce him before
becoming a kisaeng. Building on the Chosun system that objectified and commercialized
women for the pleasure of elite men, the new system under the Japanese Empire cut off all
social and family ties of these women, denying them from being more than just sexual
commodities for men. See Yamashita, Yeong-ae, “Shingminji shidaewa kongch'angjedoŭi
chŏn'gae.” [Japan’s Colonial Policy of State Regulated Prostitution in Korea] Society and History
51 (Spring 1997)
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and to control public morals. But the maintenance of the double standard and the

micromanagement of sex trade business were impossible to achieve, and the authorities

acknowledged that “without inflicting heavy punishment” the eradication of unlicensed

prostitution was a difficult task.102

Through the licenced prostitution system, the empire commodified women by allowing

the selling and buying of women through contracts – although the law stipulated that the trade

should be based on the “free will” of women, legal guardians or personal representatives could

validate the “free will” on behalf of them and the word “free will” held no literal meaning, –

making them the offical sex workers of the empire, limiting the movement of these women by

binding them to certain areas, making them carry identification cards, and enforcing regular

medical check up for sexually transmitted diseases. Under the system, women were mere

tradable objects and their private will, choice, and space were regulated and controlled by the

authorities.

In Japan, the Meiji Government codified the trading of sex and women through the

Rules on Kashizashiki Business, Shougi, and Geigi (Japanese:貸座敷渡世・娼妓・芸妓規則) in

1873, the Rules and Regulations on Kashizashiki, Hikitechaya, and Shougi in 1896 (Japanese:

貸座敷引手茶屋娼妓取締規則), and the Prostitution Protection Act in 1900 (Japanese: 娼妓

取締規則). In colonial Korea, in 1916, the Government General promulgated consecutive

orders to uniformly regulate sex trade businesses throughout the peninsula through the Rules for

Regulation on Inn Business (Japanese: 宿屋營業取締規則), the Rules for Regulation on

Restaurant and Boutique Restaurant Business (Japanese: 料理屋飲食店営業取締規則), the

Rules for Regulation on Geigi, Hostess, and Geigi House Business (Japanese:藝妓酌婦藝妓置

屋營業取締規則), and the Rules for Regulation on Kashizashiki and Shougi (Japanese:貸座敷

娼妓取締規則).

102 “Shishou torishimari nitsuite” [Regarding the regulations on private brothels], Chousen Ihou
(January, 1917): 103.
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But at the same time, the empirical authorities criminalized the act of unlicensed

prostitution — outside the permitted areas — in Japan and colonial Korea. But the punishment

was relatively light. In Japan, based on the Police Ordinance No.11 of 1886, those who engaged

in or mediated unlicensed sex trade were fined from 1 to 20 yen or imprisoned for 5 days to 4

months, and the owners of unlicensed brothels were fined from 2 to 30 yen or imprisoned for 10

days to 6 months.103 The penalty was reduced to “detention for less than 30 days” with the

Police Criminal Punishment Ordinance of 1908 (Japanese: 警察犯処罰令).104 In colonial

Korea, after Japan officially and completely took over the police authority with the 1910 treaty,

it criminalized unlicensed prostitution through the Rules of Police Criminal Punishment of 1912

(Japanese:警察犯処罰規則) stipulating the punishment as “fine or imprisonment.”105 The main

purpose was to regulate sexually transmitted disease, as delineated in the Article 3 of the

Administrative Execution Order of 1914 (Japanese: 行政執行令): “Offenders or former

offenders of unlicensed prostitution are deemed habitual and would be coerced to get medical

check up...”106

Furthermore, as the affordable entertainment businesses such as cafes, bars and

restaurant prospered throughout the empire and as sex trade occurring within such facilities and

elsewhere increased — the number of private brothels (Japanese: 私娼) increased rapidly in

Japan (refer to Appendix C), — it became impossible to control illegal sex trade. The authorities

had no choice but to acknowledge and condone unlicensed sex trade as long as women who

were engaged in it received medical check up at official clinics.107 In terms of cafe waitresses,

while police authorities were alarmed by the eroticization of the cafe culture they could not treat

cafe waitresses like the licenced prostitutes. Alternatively, they irregularly investigated and

cracked down on suspicious facilities. In Japan, the 1933 Special Restaurant Business

107 Home Ministry Police Affairs Bureau, Koushou To Shishou [Licensed Prostitution and Private
Brothels], 315.

106 The Secretariat General Affairs Bureau of the Governor-General of Korea Printing Press,
Chousensoutokufu Kanpou [Official Bulletin of the Governor-General of Korea], July 11, 1914.

105 Government-General of Korea, Chousen hourei shuuran [Collection of Chosun Law],
(Ganshoudoushoten, 1916)

104 Cabinet Official Gazette Bureau, Kanpou [Official Bulletin], September 29, 1908.
103 Cabinet Official Gazette Bureau, Kanpou [Official Bulletin], July 31, 1886.
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Regulatory Rules stipulated in the 14th article that “When the police chief of the jurisdiction

recognizes it is necessary he can issue a special order to crack down.”108 In colonial Korea, the

1934 Cafe Business Regulation Standards stipulated in the 20th article that “When the police

chief deems necessary he will order the owners to submit cafe waitresses’ family register copy

and medical report.”109 Repeated media coverage of irregular crackdowns on cafes assisted in

building a stigma against the job of cafe waitress, which affected their working and emotional

experience as seen in the following chapter.

109 Chief of Police Affairs, ”Kafue torishimari naiki hyoujun ni kansuru ken” [Regarding the Cafe
Business Regulation Standards], Keimu Ihou 342 (October, 1934): 148.

108 Dainippon Administration Society, Keishichourei zensho: kajo zizai [The Complete Ordinance
of Metropolitan Police Department: Edited Version] (Dainippon Administration Society, 1938):
206.
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Chapter V. Emotional Labor of Cafe Waitress

The transculturation process acknowledges the power and agency of each and every

individual involved in the meaning creating process of modernity, both the powerful and the

powerless. It was not just the importers of the western culture nor just the consumers of the

culture but also the working class women, cafe waitresses, who partook in the construction of

the cultural genre of cafe and the job of cafe waitress. This chapter examines the emotions

expressed in the writings of the cafe waitresses and demonstrates how waitresses claimed their

agency, power, and space in the patriarchal societies through their writings. Their personal

stories tell why and how they became a waitress, how they are fighting the stigma against the

job, and how the stigma and the uncomfortable labor demanded in the job cause them emotional

distress. Emotions play a crucial role in persuasively and effectively delivering their side of the

story.

5.1. Why Did You Become a Waitress?

5.1.1. The Breadwinner

In 1926, the Japanese government conducted a survey on cafe waitresses in Osaka and

Tokyo (Table 9). It asked “Why did you become a waitress?,” to which 795 people, 31.3% of

those who responded, answered that they were working as a waitress “to support the family's

finances.” Along with the reasons of “because of family issues” (239), “because I’m the

breadwinner in the family” (126), and “to help out” (80), a total of 1,240 people, which accounts

for 48.9%, were working to contribute to their families as daughters, sisters, mothers, and wives.

Individual stories from both Japan and Colonial Korea corroborate the result.

Table 9. Japanese government’s survey on waitresses: “Why did you become a
waitress?” (1926)

Reason Tokyo Osaka Total

To support the family's finances 505 290 795
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To increase income (and to save up) 153 138 291

Because of family issues 139 100 239

Because I was curious 77 81 158

Because I could not find any other job 66 84 150

To be self-reliant 62 75 137

Because I'm the breadwinner in my family 71 55 126

To prepare for marriage 79 21 100

To help out 55 25 80

Because of the Kanto earthquake 74 0 74

Because a new cafe/bar opened up 54 7 61

No special reason 33 25 58

I was recommended by others 21 34 55

Because I don’t like physical labor 20 33 53

It is just a temporary job 33 14 47

Because of unemployment 11 10 21

To get divorce 12 8 20

For tuition 16 3 19

Because a friend or a sister is a waitress 3 12 15

For experience 8 6 14

To live in a city 6 6 12

Because I was heartbroken 5 0 5

Because I was deceived by a man 1 1 2

Because I was pessimistic 1 1 2

Subtotal 1505 1029 2534

N/A 165 86 251

Total 1670 1115 2785
Source: Central Employment Agency Secretariat, Shokugyou fuzin chousa jokyuu [Survey on Working
Women Cafe Waitress], (Central Employment Agency Secretariat, 1926), 48-49.

Hashimoto Yuriko (1930), in Japan, explains that the reason she is in the business is not

“to wear pretty kimonos nor to be comfortable” but to escape poverty.110 She has an aging

mother, a baby sister, and a three year old daughter from a failed marriage to support on her

own. “For women who are uneducated and have no special skills” such as her, the job of

waitress is preferable since it offers “a fast way” to earn money compared to other jobs for

women.111 She notes that it is not just her but most of the waitresses she knows are in a similar

unfortunate situation, from a waitress who escaped a miserable marriage, to someone who is

111 Hashimoto, “Jokyuu toshite,” 207-209.

110 Hashimoto, Yuriko, “Jokyuu toshite no watashi no iibun” [My side of the story as a cafe
waitress], Fujokai 43, no.3 (1930): 207-209.
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raising her child by herself, to someone who lost both of her parents at an early age and is taking

care of her younger siblings on her own. Even as Yuriko fights financial hardship during the

economic recession, she has to invest in her kimonos because it directly affects her earnings, and

as a mother and a daughter she cannot give up dressing her family in neat and clean clothes.

This was not just the story of the waitresses in Japan but also of those who went to the colonies

in Korea, Taiwan and Manchuria to find better financial opportunities. Table 10 shows the

expense of a Japanese waitress who is working in a cafe in Seoul. While she still has yet to pay

back 140 won of advance payment, she sends 22% of her income to her family in Japan.

Table 10. Waitress K’s Expenses in December (1933)
Monthly Expenses (Won)

Kimono Shop (Monthly Fee) 20

New Year's Day Kimono (Monthly Fee) 25

Western Clothes Shop (Monthly Fee) 10

Shoe Shop (Monthly Fee) 5

Japanese Sandal Shop 4

Make-up 9

Western Accessories Shop 11

Advance Payment (Monthly Fee) 10

Remittances (Sending money to family in Japan) 30

Miscellaneous 10

Total 134
Source: ”Jokyuu shoubai mo tsurai” [The business of cafe waitress is hard too], Chosŏn'gŭmmanju, 302
(1933): 88.

But it was not just people from poor backgrounds that found the “fast way” in cafes.

The economic downturn in Japan dramatically changed the life of educated elite women, and

they also found financial opportunities in cafes. Naomi112 (1931), in Japan, explains that she is

also the sole breadwinner of the family; She has to support her sick father and her young niece

on her own. But her story shows that her life trajectory is somewhat different from that of

Yuriko.

112 Although the author of the article “Ikka wo sasaeru fuzin no seikatsu samazama - roufu to
kodomo wo kakaeru jokyuu no seikatsu” [Various lives of women who support the family - Life of
a cafe waitress supporting an old father and a child] is anonymous, I am giving her the
pseudonym Naomi to effectively deliver her story.
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In 1927, after my father retired from the South Manchuria Railway Company,
our three family, father, mother and I, came to Tokyo to start anew. Although my
father tried to find various ways to start a business, it was difficult for him to
adjust to the new place and failed at every attempt. I couldn’t just sit and watch
my family suffer, so I looked for jobs such as typist and office clerk but ended up
in this sad waitress job. I grew up in an affluent environment, so carrying just one
dish was challenging for me. But since our store is quite safe and with the help of
colleagues I gradually got used to it.113

Table 11. Monthly Household Budget of Naomi’s Family (Japan)
Monthly Household Budget (yen)

Income (Only through tips) 120

Expenses 120

Housing - Rent 15

Housing - Water Bill 0.95

Housing - Gas Bill 1.75

Housing - Light Bill 1.7

Food 25

Clothing* 25

Personal Spending (Including shoes, socks and transportation) 35

Insurance 2

Miscellaneous (Including day care fee 2 yen for her niece) 7

Saving 6.6
Source: “Ikka wo sasaeru fuzin no seikatsu samazama - roufu to kodomo wo kakaeru jokyuu no seikatsu”
[Various lives of women who support the family - Life of a cafe waitress supporting an old father and a
child], Fujokai 43, no.6 (1931): 426.

After her mother suddenly passed away, her father couldn’t cope with the sadness and

soon fell ill. She has an older sister who is working in China, but after she got divorced she sent

her son to the family and now Naomi is raising him. Table 11 is the detailed information about

her household expenses she provided. The entire budget for clothing is spent by Naomi. She

explains that her job requires a lot of investment in clothing since she cannot wear the same

clothes for too long; Not only does it get easily dirty during work but it also directly affects her

income. Her monthly income is earned solely through tips. So while it can be inconsistent, she

is able to pay for housing, food, and expenses necessary for her job, and more importantly she

can even save up.

113 “Ikka wo sasaeru fuzin no seikatsu samazama - roufu to kodomo wo kakaeru jokyuu no
seikatsu” [Various lives of women who support the family - Life of a cafe waitress supporting an
old father and a child], Fujokai 43, no.6 (1931): 426.
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Hirayama Yuriko (1931) also experienced a dramatic change in her life due to the

economic recession in Japan. Yuriko grew up in a small town on the outskirts of Tokyo. Yuriko

and her brother grew up in a prosperous environment. Her father owned an iron factory that

thrived during the economic boom during WWI. But it suffered a heavy blow during the

recession after the war, and her father had to close the factory and file for bankruptcy. To feed

his family and to let his children continue their school, her father swallowed his pride and

started working in a small iron factory that was once his trading partner. But misfortune

continued to strike her family, and she lost her father to the Great Kanto earthquake. Her family

had to worry about their daily bread overnight, so Yuriko decided to get a job at a cafe. She

explains that “I thought of other jobs such as office clerk too, but it seemed unlikely that I could

afford to support my aging mother and to pay for my brother’s tuition ... with that small

income.”114 For Yuriko, it was natural to sacrifice for her brother who had a year left to graduate

in a famous university.

Helena (1935), in colonial Korea, writes that she is also working as a waitress because

she has to support her family on her own. She explains that she voluntarily became a waitress,

acknowledging the reality that not all choices were voluntary in Korea. In explaining her

choice, she provides, in detail, her story before becoming a waitress. She lost her father when

she was seven, and her mother raised her and her siblings on her own. When she turned 19, her

mother gave her away to a rich family, accepting the marriage offer without letting her know.

The old custom of arranged marriage continued and was prevalent in colonial Korean society,

in which marriage was decided between two families and bride-to-be and groom-to-be did not

see or know each other before the actual marriage night. Helena dreaded her marriage night and

waited in fear, unable to eat or sleep, but she was also determined to accept her fate, as she was

willing to do anything for her mother who sacrificed her life for her children. However, it

turned out that her husband was already married with children and she was given to the

114 Hirayama, Yuriko, “Jokyuu naru ga yueni rikon ni natta watashi” [I got divorced because I was
a cafe waitress], Fujokai 43, no.3 (1931): 134-138
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husband’s family as a concubine. "Even my mother, blinded by money, had deceived me.”115

She cursed what money could do in this world and resented her beloved mother. Nevertheless,

she endured the marriage for her mother. But, as her husband gradually lost interest in her, he

started verbally abusing her and her family and she could not tolerate the marriage any longer.

She decided to kill herself by drowning in the Han river, but as she stood on the riverbank she

could not shake off the image of her aging mother and her younger siblings who were solely

depending on her. She realized that killing herself was a foolish thought of an old fashioned

woman. She didn’t want to end her life as the eternal underdog of the feudal society. “I decided

to become a powerful woman who defeats her destiny and reality.”116

Married women also found opportunities to support their families in cafes. In Japan,

Oosaki Michiko (1931), 31 years old, a mother of four and still breastfeeding her youngest,

writes that she became a waitress after her husband got laid off. He was well paid in his

previous job. But when his boss ordered him to transfer to the office in colonial Korea he was

reluctant, and he was fired for displaying a sign of disobedience. It was impossible for him to

find another job during the recession, especially because he was “a middle aged man” — 38

years old.117 Having to worry about her family’s daily bread, Michiko started working as a

waitress, after lying about her marriage and her age and changing her appearance to look

young, while her husband took care of the children at home. It was a life she never imagined

since she was, despite being raised in the countryside, born into a wealthy family. “My older

sister is a wife of a doctor and is living happily in Tokyo. My younger sister is a wife of a

medical doctor and is spending her blessed days in Germany. And as for me, I graduated from

my highschool ranked third in class.”118 Her remarks show how the status of one’s husband or

the husband’s family decides the social identity and status of women in Japan. Thus, women

118 Oosaki, Michiko, “Katei wo motsu,” 235-238.

117 Oosaki, Michiko, “Katei wo motsu shokugyou fuzin no nikki - otto no shisshoku kara
wakadukuri wo shite jokyuu ni natta watashi no nikki” [Diaries of Married Working Women - After
my husband lost his job, I deceived my age and became a waitress], Fujokai 43, no.4 (1931):
235-238.

116 Helena, “Yŏgŭpto,” 42-44.

115 Helena, “Yŏgŭpto chigŏbyŏsŏngŭrosŏ” [Cafe waitress as a working woman], Honam Review
(April, 1935): 42-44
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aspired to become a wife of a promising and successful husband or a daughter-in-law in a

wealthy and respected family; For women, it was the customary way to maintain her social

position or to climb the social ladder. It was an achievement and a success to fulfill the role of

“Good Wife, Wise Mother” in a good family.119 The economic recession in Japan pushed

Michiko, although unwillingly, to challenge the narrow boundaries of women’s role and space

in the Japanese society, as she joined the workforce while her husband took care of the children

at home.

Kim Chŏngsin (1929), Korean, became a waitress, in Japan, to take care of her sick

husband. Her story demonstrates the fluid boundaries between the metropole and the colony.

Chŏngsin grew up in a small village in Korea where her parents owned a restaurant near a

station. “My mother raised me as a woman with strong self-esteem.”120 She was a promising

student, always ranking at the top in class in all subjects. When she had time she submitted her

writings to magazines and newspapers. But after graduation instead of starting a career of her

own she had to help her aging parents in the restaurant. The hardest part of it was the

harassment she received from customers ”who tried to rob her chastity because [she] was

unmarried and who tried to seduce [her] with sweet words because [she] was a virgin.”121 She

met her husband in the restaurant. He was one of the harassers she could not bear, but he

cajoled her parents into forcing her to marry him. He had been leading a life of debauchery,

spending all his monthly wages on alcohol, gambling and women, which her parents did not

know about and which he continued even after the marriage; Chŏngsin gave birth to a son, but

she had to financially rely on her parents instead of him. “As a person with [strong]

individuality, I couldn’t continue this kind of life forever. I thought of, in agony, and imagined

121 Kim, “Chigŏppuinidoegikkaji.”

120 Kim, Chŏngsin, “Chigŏppuinidoegikkaji pyŏngdŭnnamp'yŏnwihaek'ap'ero
namp'yŏnŭnbigwanjasal (sang)” [How I became a working woman, I started working in a cafe for
my sick husband, but nevertheless my disheartened husband committed suicide 1], Donga-Ilbo,
October 23, 1929.

119 Good Wife, Wise Mother (Japanese: 良妻賢母) was originated with Meiji educator Nakamura
Masanao in 1875. For further information see Koyama, Shizuko Rysai Kenbo: The Educational
Ideal of 'Good Wife, Wise Mother' in Modern Japan, trans. Stephen Filler (Leiden and Boston,
2013)
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various ways [to get out of this marriage], but in the end I blamed my weak heart. I even

scolded myself. No matter what kind of husband I have, as a wife, I should try to assimilate and

love him, even if that means to destroy my own personality.”122 Her husband joined the Chosun

Infantry (Korean: 조선보병대)123 for three years, and after he returned he went to Osaka to

find a better opportunity. She soon followed him. But he continued his reckless lifestyle and

became sick with sexually transmitted disease. To take care of her bedridden husband she

started working as a cafe waitress in Osaka. Her despondent husband soon committed suicide.

She writes that she moved back to Korea and is raising her son on her own with 50 chŏn a day

from working in a rice mill in Incheon.

The stories of Hashimoto Yuriko, Naomi, Helena, Hiramoto Yuriko, Oosaki Michiko,

and Kim Chŏngsin demonstrate why and for whom they became a waitress and why they chose

the job over others. It gave them “the fast way” to earn enough money to support their families

on their own, especially because they were faced with unexpected life events such as husband’s

illness, husband being laid off, earthquake, and the economic recession. Their identities as

someone who is working for the family as a daughter, a wife, a sister and a mother accounts for

a large part of their work identity, i.e. work-based self-concept.124 It gives them motivation to

continue the job and justification to refute the prejudice against the work. Their personal stories

show that as they take up the job of cafe waitress they are simultaneously challenging the

subordinate role of women in families and societies. They are claiming their agency, power, and

space not only through the actual physical labor, participating in the workforce and feeding

their family on their own, but also through submitting their writings in magazines and

124 Kate Walsh and Judith R. Gordon (2008) defines work identity as “a work-based self-concept,
constituted of a combination of organizational, occupational, and other identities that shapes the
roles a person adopts and the corresponding ways he or she behaves when performing his or
her work.” See Kate Walsh and Judith R. Gordon, “Creating an individual work identity,” Human
Resource Management Review 18 (2008)

123 Joseon Infantry was the successor of the Korean Empire Army who guarded the Korean
imperial family. It was funded by the Governor-General who tried to assuage the dissatisfaction
of retired soldiers from the Korean Empire. It lasted for 33 years.

122 Kim, Chŏngsin, “Chigŏppuinidoegikkaji pyŏngdŭnnamp'yŏnwihaek'ap'ero
namp'yŏnŭnbigwanjasal (ha)” [How I became a working woman, I started working in a cafe for
my sick husband, but nevertheless my disheartened husband committed suicide 2], Donga-Ilbo,
October 24, 1929.
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newspapers and expressing and defending one’s identity against the public’s idea of what

women and cafe waitresses should be.

5.1.2. Self-Supporting Waitress

In the 1926 Japanese survey (Table 9), cafe waitresses stated other reasons for taking up

the job: 11.4% answered “To increase income (and to save up),” which shows that the job

offered more money compared to other professions, 6.2% answered “Because I was curious,”

5.9% answered “Because I could not find any other job,” 5.4% answered “To be self-reliant” and

3.9% answered “To prepare for marriage.” These answers imply that they were self-supporting

waitresses in the cities. Both in the metropole and the colony, women and men from rural areas

gathered in Tokyo, Osaka, and Seoul to find better financial opportunities. For women, working

in cafes was the most optimal way to survive in the cities, because they had no one else to rely

on, because they had to worry about their monthly rent, and because it was close to impossible

to find other jobs. Personal stories both in Japan and Colonial Korea demonstrate the struggles

they face as they try to stay independent in the cities.

Yamano Kyouko (1934) moved to Kyoto to become a typist. She grew up in a rural

village in Wakayama Prefecture. Her family wasn’t well off, but her father, a farmer, let her

study at the only women’s highschool in the village. In the countryside, it was typical for girls to

receive a marriage offer by the age of 19, so Kyouko after graduation waited for her time. But

“in farm villages, no one wants a wife or [a daughter-in-law] who graduated women’s

highschool because people assume that those who did have only high self-esteem and would not

know how to do any farm work.”125 So after graduating Kyouko couldn't get a single marriage

offer until she turned 22. She was ashamed, and when her younger sister got an offer first,

feeling embarrassed and jealous, she decided to move to Kyoto and start a career as a typist. She

was filled with hope when she first came to the city. She looked for jobs during the day while

125 Yamano, Kyouko, “Taipisuto kara dassenshite rurou no jokyuu ni naru made” [My journey
from typist to cafe waitress], Fujokai 49, no.4 (1934): 240-243.
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taking typing classes in the late afternoon. But the city was nothing like how she imagined it to

be. She could not find a job for months; Department stores and large shops did not give a chance

to someone who exuded rural origin. People were extremely cold; She was intimidated to even

ask for directions on the streets. When she finally got a job in a newspaper company, the debt

ridden owner soon ran away, and she had no money left to pay her next month’s rent. Her

coworker who was not typically kind to her until then offered her his place to stay. “Because I

didn’t want to go back to my hometown and didn’t have any acquaintances in the city, …

without thinking I decided to rely [on him.]”126 They became lovers. But because they were both

unemployed, and during the recession it was harder for men than women to find a job, she

started working as a waitress in a cafe. Her partner continued to fail in his endeavors to find a

decent job. Feeling hopeless, he gradually became addicted to alcohol, grew more and more

violent and in the end left her. “Since then, I have changed so much to such a degree that I

cannot recognize myself. I easily transfer from one cafe to another; I learnt how to manipulate

men’s hearts. And both my heart and my body are tainted.”127 Kyouko notes:

With strong determination, I left my hometown and came to Kyoto with a sum
that I thought would help me get by for at least three months. But I couldn’t
support myself for even three months with that money and in the end became a
waitress. When I was in my village, I thought if I went to the city I would only
have to beware of men who tried to lure me in train stations and parks, but I now
realize how foolish that thought was. The dangers of the city are not that easy to
fight off. Even if the dangers are not luring you, I realize that there are traps
waiting for you to fall into.128

In colonial Korea, Suncha (1934) explains that she also moved to the city of Seoul to

find a job and start anew. She is from the northern region, Gando, and she had to drop out of

school because she could not afford to pay the tuition. In Seoul, she got a job as a bus conductor.

But in that job, she had to tolerate harassment from male bus drivers who constantly asked her

on dates, made uncomfortable jokes and pestered her. She looked for other jobs, but even the

most common job of working as a maid in a Japanese household was hard to find. She had to

128 Suncha, “Kaengsaengŭi to” [Starting my life anew], Yŏsŏng (1934): 15-17.
127 Ibid.
126 Ibid.
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quit because she could no longer tolerate the harassment. She stayed in her friend’s house while

she searched for work in vain. She writes “Who in this world would pity me and help me as if

my worries were their worries?”129 She became acquainted with a man who owned a photo

studio. He promised to find her a job, and she grew to trust him. One day he proposed to her and

they got married. But afterwards she found out that he was already married to another woman

and had two children; His first wife and children eventually moved into the same house. “No

matter how much I thought about it, I couldn’t live in that house [under the same roof.] So I

decided I had no choice but to sacrifice [my happiness] for them. I embraced my baby child and

left the house.” Not long after that her child got sick and died. Suncha writes,

After that, I thought of committing suicide numerous times. But I decided to
think that the old me had died [with the past], and from now on I will start as a
new self and do anything to succeed in this world. [That is how I came to be a
waitress.] When I first came to the cafe, I was shy. As I deal with men everyday,
I sometimes think of the past and cannot help but get depressed. But now I know
that all men are liars. And although people think cafe waitress is a vulgar job, it
is their minds that are twisted. Of course, there are waitresses who behave
improperly, but those with strong will are proudly fighting off. There are a lot of
unfortunate souls among waitresses, who are working to support their parents,
who are working to support their children, and who are working to support their
husbands. Words are not enough to express all their sorrowful stories.130

Suncha’s story demonstrates how hard it was to find a job in the city, especially for an

uneducated working class woman from a rural area who had no connection in the city. Even

when she did find a job she was unable to continue because male colleagues constantly harassed

her, treating her as if she was less than human. Kim Chŏngsin (1929) also noted that she was

constantly harassed by male customers while helping out her parents in the family’s restaurants.

It wasn’t just women from poor backgrounds but elite women also faced harassment at work.

Paek Changmi (1934) who is working as a waitress in a cafe in Seoul writes:

The tyranny of men … those who have no difficulty in taking away our freedom
by threatening us with promotions and bonuses. A movie director easily takes
away the chastity of an actress who wants to get out of an unfair role [in a
movie]. If she refuses to comply, he gets rid of her without hesitation. This is just
one example. How many precedents are there in which women had to follow
their last resort because of men’s tyranny? … Let me give you a personal

130 Ibid.
129 Ibid.
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example. It was when I was working as an office clerk in a foreign land. I just
graduated and therefore I was too naive and like anybody else. I was only
concentrating on the tasks entrusted to me. Unexpectedly, I was promoted to a
higher position in just three months. But on the day I got promoted, the senior
manager called me into his room and forthrightly asked me to marry him. It was
so unexpected. I just sat there without uttering a word and only shook my head.
For this reason, I had no choice but to quit my job.131

Paek Changmi writes that the job of cafe waitress is much more liberating — gives her “true

freedom”132 — than any other occupation because she is not subject to the kind of harassment

that one has to tolerate because the harasser is a superior or a senior and therefore can threaten

her with power.

Like Paek Changmi, women took up the job of cafe waitress for various reasons:

because they were drawn into the colorful and glamorous image depicted in the media; because

they wanted to get back at men who abandoned and hurt them; and because it was less

physically demanding compared to other jobs. Although they expressed regrets because the job

turned out to be much more emotionally demanding than one expected, the job of cafe waitress

was appealing for reasons other than just the financial one.

In Japan, Yoshii Shizuko (1934) writes that she moved to the city of Osaka to get a job.

It was not because she was poor but because she had been admiring the cities. Based on what

she saw in the magazines, it seemed glorious and exciting, and her life in the countryside

seemed extremely dull and meaningless in comparison. At first she found a job as a maid in a

wealthy family. Even though it wasn’t as glamorous as she imagined, she was happy that she

was earning money on her own for the first time in her life. But, tempted by her coworker who

said that the job of cafe waitress earned much more money, enough to buy fancy things such as

pretty kimonos, she found a job in a cafe. The work was far from what she had expected, and

when she tried to quit the owner threatened her by saying that she had to pay back the expensive

kimono the owner bought for her, which she thought was a gift. The store did not have many

customers so she could not save enough to pay back. When one of the waitresses ran away with

132 Paek Changmi, “Chosŏnŭiyŏsŏngdŭra!,”  8-11.

131 Paek Changmi, “Chosŏnŭiyŏsŏngdŭra! chujŏmalgo chigŏpchŏnsŏnŭro!!” [Women of Chosun!
Do not hesitate to jump into the workforce!], Yŏsŏng (1934): 8-11.
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her kimono, she had no choice but to call her father and brother in the countryside for help. She

writes that she moved back to her hometown and is now married with children.133

In colonial Korea, Han Jung-sook (1935) explains that she started working as a waitress

because she was heartbroken by a lover who she trusted. Although she regrets her choice, she

writes that she cannot quit because she won’t be able to support herself without the job. When

she turned nineteen, a boy, she denotes as student D, a son of a prestigious family in her

hometown, confessed his love for her. She had been secretly admiring him as well and they

started dating. She refused to get married to a man her parents arranged for her and dedicated

her time and love to the boy. They promised a future together but the boy soon fell out of love

and left her. Feeling hurt, angry and abandoned she felt the need to take revenge on all men. She

started working in a cafe thinking she could also manipulate others’ hearts; After making men

believe she was in love with them she wanted to crush their hopes like the boy did to her.

It was the first time in my life to visit a cafe. My friend was working there. Ah!
But when I think about it now, I realize how foolish I was and can't help but
sneer at myself. To avenge the deep wound the boy inflicted on me, no, to forget
about him, I drank and sang, but it only increased the pain. I was harassed by
drunk men every night. Once I am on this path, I cannot go back home. And if I
choose to get off it, I won’t be able to [even] earn one day’s meal [for myself.]134

Kim Jung-sook (1932) and Yŏngran (1934) also explains that they cannot quit even if

they wanted to because it would be hard to find another way to support themselves. Kim

Jung-sook (1932) was an actress before becoming a waitress. She explains that she thought hard

and long before working in a cafe. “I thought about what is right and wrong and what situation I

might encounter in this line of work. … But I don’t think that this is my time of tribulation. I

don’t know how long I will continue this kind of work. If I wanted to, I could quit right away.

But the problem is that there aren't many jobs I can do out there. At the moment, I cannot find

any other line of work that is more stylish and less [physically] painful than this one.”135

135 Kim, Chŏngsuk, “Nanŭn wae irŏtk'e twaenna, nanŭn wae yŏgŭbi toeyŏnna” [Why I became
like this, why I became a cafe waitress], Pyŏlgŏn'gon 47, January 1st, 1932.

134 Han, Chŏngsuk, “Nanŭn we yŏgŭbi toeyŏnnŭn'ga?” [Why did I become a cafe waitress?],
Honam Review (April, 1935): 45-46.

133 Yoshii, Shizuko, “Jochuu kara jokyuu ni natte nouka no seikatsu ni ru made” [From maid to
waitress, but now back to my farmhouse], Fujokai 49, no.4 (1934): 236-239.
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Yŏngran (1934) was also an actress. She worked in stage plays for five years before becoming a

cafe waitress. Even though she wasn't able to earn enough through acting, in retrospect and

compared to her current job, she thinks the job of actress gave her happiness and joy. She

thought it was her duty to inspire the audience who laughed and cried along with her. “Irregular

lifestyle, and my body that is being commercialized. Yes, when these thoughts come to mind, I

want to throw away this life at once and for all.”136 But as she walks home from work after

midnight, she hears the sounds of street beggars roaming the streets of Seoul and reminds

herself why she cannot quit the job.

5.2. Fighting Stigma

Women chose the job of cafe waitress for various reasons, but in most cases it was

because they were the sole breadwinner of the family or because they were struggling to survive

in the city by themselves. But the emotional labor demanded from the job was nothing like they

had expected. One of the reasons that caused their emotional distress was the stigma the job

carried. Customers and the public treated them as if they were no different from sex workers and

thought that they were the evils of the society who were willing to do anything for money. But

as their individual stories clearly demonstrate, that is not how the waitresses performed their

jobs nor how they perceived their own identity. Suncha (1934) emphasized that a cafe waitress

is not a vulgar job. A proportion of cafe businesses were eroticized and a proportion of cafe

waitresses were involved in prostitution, but they do not equate to meaning that the waitresses

were sex workers. But the male customers, emboldend by the stigma the job carried, easily

demanded sex from them.

136 Yŏngran, “ Int'eri yŏgŭpsugi, k'ŏkt'ere pitch'in nae ŏlgol, mukŭn ilgirŭl ilgŭmyŏ” [An intelligent
woman's memoir, my face reflected in a cocktail, reading my old diary], Samch'ŏlli 6, no.5, May
1, 1934.
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In Japan, Hashimoto Yuriko (1930) and Naomi (1931) explain the stigma against the job

and express the emotional distress it engenders. By expressing their emotions, they defend and

define their job and their identity and implore the public to correct their misconception.

Young ladies and housewives who grew up in happy families without any
inconvenience nor difficulty generally think badly of our work. … People think
that all women in this business are at the mercy of male customers and that we’ll
do anything for even a small amount of money. But we, who are seen as the
devil, suffer greatly in our jobs, so much so that it cannot be fully expressed in
written words. 10 out of 100 waitresses give up on themselves and go down the
wrong direction. Because of such people, even hard working waitresses are badly
perceived. But even those [who go down the wrong path, it is not their fault.] The
ones that should be blamed are sinful men. It is a mistake to think that we can
easily earn tips just by sitting next to the customers and offering them flattery.137

Naomi (1931) writes:

People gossip that waitresses can earn several hundreds of yen a month, but there
is no way one could earn that much just through tips. I think it is regrettable that
the life of an ordinary waitress is distrusted because of the small percentage of
those who engage in improper businesses. Also, waitresses are seen [by the
authorities] as the ones that disrupt the public morals, but I want to tell the
Metropolitan Police that they should save those criticisms for the cafe owners,
not us. [It seems everybody acts like they have a say in what we are] like the rich
who think they can do whatever they want with us with money, the journalists
who threatens to write about us if we don’t do as they say, and the wealthy
housewives who look down on us and think we are no human.138

In colonial Korea, Helena (1935) also expresses her anger and the emotional distress

caused by the prejudice. “People seem to think that we are prostitutes and that they can do

whatever they want with money. However, we are people. We are youths with tears, and our

bloods boil too! As we endure, persevere, and fight off the sorrows of having to smile, dance,

sing with and humor all sorts of customers, we are also searching for a way to become a true

human being. Think of what made us become a waitress [before judging who we are.]”139

It wasn't just in the cafes where they had to deal with the prejudice. The stigma followed

them even after they stopped being a waitress and started anew. Arai Kazuyo (1935), in Japan,

left her job as a cafe waitress and got married. She met her husband in the cafe where she used

to work. On the marriage night her husband pleaded with her not to mention nor to think about

139 Helena, “Yŏgŭpto,” 42-44.
138 “Ikka wo sasaeru fuzin no,” 426.
137 Hashimoto, “Jokyuu toshite,” 207-209.
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her past. Her husband said to her, ”Never talk about your past life. Don't think about it. If you

meet a man who recognizes you, just stand tall and greet him gracefully. Be especially kind to

your former coworkers. Don’t be self-deprecating, but behave modestly, and always conduct in

a gentle manner. Never hold grudges and try your best to maintain your composure.”140 He

wanted her to not just hide the fact that she used to work in a cafe but also to behave in a certain

manner and exude a certain quality that demonstrated that she has never been associated with

such an establishment — in order for her to assume the role of a good wife, a good

daughter-in-law and a wise mother.

Hirayama Yuriko (1931) also met her husband in the cafe she used to work in. But

unlike Kazuyo, the stigma against the job destroyed her marriage and her happiness. The cafe

she worked in was frequented by university students, and in her second year as a waitress she

fell in love with one of them. He was the second son of a renowned family that owned a

newspaper business in Osaka. He proposed to her when he graduated but had one request: “Yuri,

never mention to anybody that you were a waitress. My mother and other members of the

family do not understand working women. Moreover, they think that waitresses are prostitutes. It

is fortunate that they haven’t found out so far, so make sure you never mention it to anybody.”141

Although her mother-in-law was unwelcoming at first, she gradually opened up to her. Yurko

felt as if she could not get happier. She felt blessed to have married into such a good family. But

that happiness fell apart when her mother-in-law found out about her past. It was in the third

year of her marriage. One night, her husband invited two of his friends from university to their

home. The family greeted the unexpected guests, and everybody including her mother-in-law

enjoyed one another’s company drinking, talking, joking, singing and laughing. But all of the

sudden one of the friends, after having much to drink, mentioned: “Mrs.! You said that your

name was Yuriko, right? You reminded me of someone, but I couldn’t piece things together at

141 Hirayama, “Jokyuu naru ga,” 134-138.

140 Arai, Kazuyo, “Totsugu hi no zengo no nikki jokyuu seikatsu wo seisanshite mazimena kateiai
ni hitaru watashi” [Diary before and after the day of marriage - I am immersed in earnest family
love after ending the waitress life], Fujokai 51, no.4 (1935): 240-243.
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first. But now I remember! You were the queen Yuriko of cafe S in Kanda! You changed so

much I couldn’t recognize you. … In the old days, you were our queen Yuriko. Now you are our

friend E’s beloved wife Yuriko. After four years, I never imagined I would be seeing you again

like this! It’s a small world after all. Just for tonight, won’t you provide your service like the old

days?”142 Her husband’s family, having been embarrassed and worrying about the family’s

name, decided to force a divorce on her. Yuriko’s brother came to plead to her husband in tears.

Her husband answered “I understand too. But my mother, my brother, who is the head of the

household, his wife, and even my relatives all [want the divorce.] I don’t think Yuriko would be

happy even if she stayed in this household with all that resistance. As for me, if I disobey and

stay married, I wouldn’t get my fair share of the inheritance when I move out. Then, we would

both be unhappy.”143 In the hierarchical system of Ie, the head of the household monopolized the

legal authority of inheritance, and in consequence he had the power to influence and manipulate

the other family members. Yuriko’s husband feared that he wouldn't get a single penny from his

brother if he chose Yuriko over his family.

Yuriko asks the readers:

Is the people’s perception, that assumes all waitresses are prostitutes, wrong? Or
is it the society that makes people think that way wrong?144

5.3. Uncomfortable Labor

In cafes, it wasn’t just women’s bodies and demeanors but also their feelings that were

commercialized and negotiated for cost. But as Paek Changmi (1934) and others noted,

waitresses had the power to negotiate the use of their feelings and therefore it gave them “true

freedom” compared to other jobs in which women were often harassed and unequally treated

because of their sex. Nevertheless, the waitresses were dependent on the customers’ tips and

therefore had to engineer and suppress their personal feelings “in order to sustain the outward

144 Ibid.
143 Ibid.
142 Ibid.
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countenance that produces the proper state of mind in others.”145 The job required them to “put

on a fake smile and flatter and offer drinks to all kinds of men”146 even if it made them feel

“uncomfortable,”147 “act stupid at times and pretend [they] don’t understand things even when

[they] do,"148 and “serve all sorts of people and listen to their different stories while trying not to

bore nor anger them.”149 They had to hide their true emotions of discomfort, injured pride,

humiliation, frustration, and anger and put on a mask to perform their roles. It required deep

acting that demanded the coordination of minds and feelings. Waitresses had to draw from their

personal experience and utilize the deep and integral part of their own individuality to show as if

they were enjoying customers’ company. Within the cafes, they had to deny their own

personality, emotions and intellect, causing emotional distress that affected their daily lives.

In colonial Korea, Han Chŏngsuk (1935), cafe waitress in Mokpo, describes how she is

emotionally stressed from "dealing with drunkards every night."

Every night under the blue and red dim lighting, as I meaninglessly sing along to
the sad song playing in the record, I am reminded of the harsh reality I am in and
unspeakable sadness and anger start to fill my heart. Each night, again and again,
as such sadness takes hold on me I cannot help but cry. The way my life
transformed! From a student to a waitress. From Seoul to the countryside
(Mokpo). This is the reason, the curse of my life, why I cannot help but to cry
and curse at the world. How did I come to choose the job that men mock at by
saying that it is the embodiment of vanity and a decadent world. I am sick and
tired of dealing with drunkards every night. When silence fills the once noisy
hall, I drag my tired and suffering body and return to my lonely room and lay
myself on the cold tatami floor. As I bury my face in the cold pillow,
uncontrollable tears wet the entire surface and fill the night.150

Another waitress in Mokpo, Han Soon (1937), submitted her writing in the Honam Review in

the form of a letter to her school friend in her hometown. It details the emotional pain caused by

the job and the anger she feels toward herself and the male customers. She likens the inequality

she experiences in the cafe to enslavement: while male customers freely express their ugly

desires as much as they want, waitresses have to suppress and deny their true feelings.

150 Han, “Nanŭn we yŏgŭbi,” 45-46.
149 Ibid.
148 Hashimoto, “Jokyuu toshite,” 207-209.
147 Han, “Nanŭn we yŏgŭbi,” 45-46.
146 Kim, “Nanŭn wae irŏtk'e twaenna.”
145 Hochschild, The Managed Heart, 7.
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Unnie (Meaning: A friendly term denoting a female acquaintance older than
oneself) ... I had to taste the sorrow of being a waitress ... Even before facing the
harshness of work, I had to witness the ugliest scenes in this world. [I am
experiencing] the bitterness and the regret of a waitress who must put on a fake
smile and flatter customers with fake words. ... Unnie, a proper housewife like
you can never imagine the decadent atmosphere I have to work in. It is physically
and mentally exhausting having to sit, sing, and drink with people, who
constantly shout for more drinks and make meaningless jokes and laugh. The
most exhausting thing about my waitress life is having to ceaselessly fight off the
dirty hands that try to seduce me. Unnie, all men think that they can do anything
to a waitress, and I have to fight for my chastity as they find all sorts of ways to
get their hands on me. Is this a job? Anger fills my heart as I endure contempt
and insult from men who think they can buy waitresses with money. I guess there
are some waitresses who accept those offers. But if you call this a job, enduring
abuse and humiliation, like slaves, from egotistic and hedonistic men, then it's
just a word without meaning. Unni, before I blame having a job, I should blame
being a waitress. Before I get angry at the world or men, I should cry over the
fact that I was born as a woman in this era. Unnie, I’m angry. I’m angry at myself
— so angry that I want to tear myself up — for not being able to quit this life of
waitress, more than at the circumstance that made me become one and more than
at my stupidity that thought waitress could be a profession.151

In Japan, Hashimoto Yuriko (1930) also expresses her anger and hatred towards the

impudent and unreasonable male customers. Although she has to deal with them everyday, one

consolation she finds is the fact that she can look down on them as they look foolish to her. She

silently laughs at their chauvinistic arrogance and idiotic words. She writes:

... I’m sorry to say this but, there is nothing more impudent than unreasonable
men. Even those who only come once or twice shamelessly say things that make
you burn with anger like “Why don’t we go somewhere after the cafe closes?” or
“I’ll pay 20 yen if you go out with me.” [They hit on every waitress in the
establishment.] After being rejected by waitress A, he then turns to waitress B,
and after being rejected again he turns to waitress C. After being rejected by
every waitress, he then says that the service in this cafe is terrible and that
waitresses are arrogant. In the end, he leaves without a single tip after staying for
three to four hours. Because we are powerless we have no choice but to smile
and just listen to those words. But in such situations, if I wasn’t a waitress, I
would like to shame those men wholeheartedly. Also, there are men who try to
seduce us with sentimental words that one might find in a [cheesy] novel. At
those times, while I listen, I silently laugh at them to myself ... 152

But the thing that makes Yuriko angry the most is when she is treated like a prostitute. She

explains that there are times when customers break things in the establishment, and waitresses

have to pay for the loss. During the recession in Japan it was hard to even make 1 or 2 yen a

152 Hashimoto, “Jokyuu toshite,” 207-209.

151 Han, Sun,”Naŭiyŏgŭpsaenghwarilgi” [Diary of my life as a cafe waitress], Honam Review
(July 1937): 66-68.
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day. When a drunk customer gets too excited and breaks a table, she is the one who has to pay

16 to 17 yen for the table. But while she is willing to endure the unfairness that comes along

with the job, she writes that she cannot tolerate the insults. As is often the case, customers refuse

to pay tips, even after causing such hazard, by saying things like “After all, you guys will begin

your side job after the store closes doing xxx, right? In that case, you don’t need tips from

me.”153 The customer insults her not just by assuming that she is a prostitute but also by using it

as an excuse to not pay tips, which is the main source of income for her. In any service jobs

“[f]rom the beginning customer and client assume different rights to feeling and display,”154 but

it is assumed that the ledger, the emotional cost of the laborer, is evened out with the payment.

In this case, the emotional labor is not compensated and the emotional cost, the emotional

suffering, is only hers to endure. She writes, on those nights, “mortified, I cry until my bedding

is soaked in tears.”155

To carry on the uncomfortable labor, waitresses develop a mask to put on, the

occupational skill, to hide their true feelings. The mask requires not just surface acting such as

physical gesture and facial expressions but also deep acting. To skillfully hide their emotions of

discomfort, injured pride, humiliation, frustration, and anger, they develop their own thinking

mechanisms to reduce their emotional distress.

Paek Changmi (1934) writes that she thinks of male customers as ignorant human

beings who need guidance for enlightenment. She writes, “Wake up my fellow females! Let’s

courageously jump into the workforce! This is the way to advance our own future and also

guide and educate the [ignorant] men who are suffering from vanity and daydreaming!”156 She

suggests that cafe waitresses are not the ones that should be enlightened — as male intellectuals

argued — but the ones that can enlighten ignorant men. Waitresses think of male customers as

someone they should take pity on. Suncha (1934) writes “There are all kinds of customers, those

156 Paek Changmi, “Chosŏnŭiyŏsŏngdŭra!” 8-11.
155 Hashimoto, “Jokyuu toshite,” 207-209.
154 Hochschild, The Managed Heart, 86.
153 Ibid.
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who propose various things, those who ask on a date, and those who ask me to run away with

them. … I reply insincerely ‘yes, yes’ and send them away. It is amusing to see their pleased

faces, but at the same time I kind of feel sorry for them too.”157

Kim Myŏngsuk (1934) writes that she thinks of her hometown whenever she feels like

she is losing a part of herself: the mountains, the streams and her innocent young self. She

writes that her present life as a cafe waitress is not who she truly is.

People who are hungry for temptation and animal desires think they can do
whatever they want with money. I assume they think we are no different from
prostitutes. Of course, I cannot assert that no one acts in such a way, but it would
be a huge mistake if you think that way about me. Why? Because I am the type
of person who cannot let go of her hometown. As I said earlier, even though I am
in this kind of work, I haven't given up my innocence and my heart is pure. And I
am always waiting for a new beginning, and I strongly believe it will happen. For
example, by burying a single barley grain in the ground and by changing the
nature of the barley, that is, denying the barley grain, you will obtain hundreds of
successes in the future. I think of my current life like that. In other words, I’m
denying who I am at the moment and looking forward to the hundreds of
successes I will have in the future. Please do not misunderstand the meaning of
“denying” here. It does not mean that I am giving up on myself but that among
many dreams I am denying my strongest aspiration at the moment.158

Like Myŏngsuk, most of the cafe waitresses express their hope of changing their life trajectory

and finding a better life. Han Jung-sook (1935) writes, “Even though my body is thrown into

this dizzily lit cafe, I remain unbending and true to myself, and I am working hard to find a new

path for myself.159 While they are enduring the emotional distress, they are also envisaging a

better future which gives them solace and hope. Furthermore, the newspapers and the magazines

provide them space to express their true feelings which they cannot express in their workplace.

Myŏngsuk notes “Writing this means that I would be exposing my dissatisfaction with myself.

But I feel like writing this would give me solace.”160

For Arai Kazuyo (1935), the better future refers to marrying a good husband with a

promising future and assuming the role of good wife and wise mother, which she has

160 Kim, “Naegagŏtkoinnŭn'girŭn,” 12-14.
159 Han, “Nanŭn we yŏgŭbi,” 45-46.

158 Kim, Myŏngsuk, “Naegagŏtkoinnŭn'girŭn kashidŏmbulgil” [The path I'm walking on is a thorny
one], Yŏsŏng (1934): 12-14.

157 Suncha, “Kaengsaengŭi,” 15-17.
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accomplished. Arai writes, “I am overwhelmed with enthusiasm to think that my true happiness

will start from now on and is guaranteed in the future.”161 Han Sun (1937) expressed her

admiration for the role of good wife and wise mother as well. She contrasts herself with her

school friend who was a “proper housewife” and describes her as “the New Woman (Japanese:

新しい女、Korean: 신여성) who emanates and diffuses fragrance throughout the whole land of

Korea.”162 She implies that unlike herself, a cafe waitress, her friend is spreading a positive

influence throughout the country. For Sun, women should take up the role of good wife and

wise mother to be beneficial to the society and the country. While the modern identity of cafe

waitress challenged the preexisting gender norms and the subordinate position of women in the

patriarchal societies of Japan and colonial Korea, waitresses themselves were uncomfortable

about being the outlier and aspired to conform to the norm and the social order.

5.4. Sub-conclusion

The writings of cafe waitresses demonstrate their personal stories of why, how and for

whom they became a waitress, their emotional distress caused by the stigma and the

uncomfortable labor demanded in the job, and the mask they put on in the workplace to hide

their true emotions and to carry on their job. Their reasons for becoming a waitress, whether

they were supporting the family on their own or whether they were struggling to survive in the

city by themselves, gave them motivation to continue the job and provided justification for

defending their identities. The stigma against the job and the emotional distress caused by the

inequality they face in cafes and in the patriarchal societies trigger them to share their personal

stories and to express their true emotions, which they have to conceal in the workplace.

Magazines and newspapers provide them the platform to claim their agency, power, and space in

the patriarchal societies and to participate in the social process of constructing modernity — the

genre of cafe culture, the job of cafe waitress, modern service jobs, and modern gender roles.

162 Han, ”Naŭiyŏgŭpsaenghwarilgi,” 66-68.
161 Arai, “Totsugu hi no zengo,” 240-243.
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Chapter VI. Conclusion

This study examined the transculturation process of cafe and cafe waitresses in the

Japanese Empire. The concept of transculturation denotes the ever-changing characteristic of

culture and elucidates how in each and every moment of cultural encounter entails the process

of acquiring another culture, i.e. acculturation, the process of losing or deracination of a prior

culture, i.e. deculturation, and the process of creating a new culture, i.e. neoculturation. Thus, it

acknowledges the power and agency of each and every individual involved in the process, both

the powerful and the powerless. In the Japanese Empire, it was not just the importers of the

western culture, educated elite men and businessmen, nor just the consumers of the culture, blue

and white collar male workers, but also the working class women, cafe waitresses, who

participated in the “social process of meaning creation”163 of modernity: the genre of cafe

culture, the job of cafe waitress, modern service job and furthermore modern gender roles.

Chapter III illustrated the roles of mainly two groups, the importers of western culture

and the male consumers, in the formation and transformation of cafe and cafe waitress in the

Japanese empire, from the metropole to the colony. In Japan, the genre of cafe transformed from

high culture to mass culture through various actors: intellectual and cultural elites, businessmen,

political groups, police authorities, white and blue collar workers, the media, cafe owners, and

cafe waitresses. In the transculturation process, the job of cafe waitress became feminized and

sensualized along with other service labor in the commercial sector. The economic boom during

World War I increased both the supply and demand of cafe and cafe waitresses, and the extreme

competition accelerated the process of sensualization and commercialization of women’s body,

appearance, demeanor and feelings. The feminized service jobs rendered working opportunities

for women, and in consequence women’s workforce participation increased especially in the

commercial sector. In colonial Korea, the eroticized cafe culture and the feminized service labor

were brought along with the Japanese settlers, the conduits of metropolitan culture and capital,

163 Westenholz, “Emerging identities beyond,” 124.
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who created their own version of the metropolis in the colony. But throughout the 1930s, the

number of Korean owned cafes and Korean cafe waitresses increased, and by the early 40s they

surpassed the Japanese counterparts respectively. On the facade the cafes were obscure urban

spaces where “one could not easily draw boundaries”164 between the colonizer and the

colonized. But tensions between the two ethnic groups existed caused by the imbalance of

political, economical and social power between the two. Both in Japan and colonial Korea, the

police authorities were alarmed by the cafe culture, especially because of the tatami rooms that

were hidden in the interior of the establishments. They were used not just for illegal sex trade

but also for clandestine social and political gatherings that disturbed the authorities’ goal to

crack down on political dissent. Regulations on cafes that banned such tatami rooms were

implemented in Japan and colonial Korea in 1933 and 1934 respectively. But unlike the

regulations in Japan, the rules in colonial Korea were tailored to the needs of the settlers who

“took on the same tasks that were financially borne by local governments in Japan.”165 But both

in the metropole and the colony the regulations merely functioned as guidelines for the police

authorities, and they did little to put an end to the advance payment system that facilitated the

human trafficking and labor exploitation of women and girls.

Chapter IV examined how the deliberate and compressed industrialization led by the

Meiji government, the boom and bust cycle that followed, the economic expansion to the

colonies, and the licensed prostitution system of the empire affected women’s labor in particular.

As a result of the rapid and violent industrialization, the family economy, family wage economy,

and family consumer economy coexisted within families and societies. In the perspective of

families, it increased the supply and demand of female labor in various forms: laborers of

domestic production, wage earners, household managers, and tradable labor and body.

Chapter V examined the role of working class women in the transculturation process in

the Japanese empire. Cafe waitresses partook in the process by articulating their emotions in

165 Uchida, Brokers of Empire, 69.
164 Park & Miyajima, “K'ap'eŭi shingminjigŭndae.”
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writings and effectively and persuasively delivering their side of the story in the patriarchal

societies. The writings demonstrate their personal stories of why, how and for whom they

became a waitress; the emotional distress caused by the stigma against the job and the

uncomfortable labor; the mask they put on in the workplace to hide their true emotions; and the

thinking mechanism they develop to lessen their distress and to carry on the job. Their reasons

for becoming a waitress, whether to support the family on their own or to survive in the cities by

themselves, are fundamental in forming their identity as they give them motivation to continue

the job and provide justification to defend who they are and what type of work they do. They

display their true emotions of distress, discomfort, injured pride, humiliation, frustration, and

anger caused by inequalities they face not just in cafes but also in families and societies. These

writings show that the Japanese empire was not just a political unit but also a cultural unit

within which women had a shared working and emotional experience. The waitresses in Japan

and colonial Korea spoke the same language in claiming their agency, power, and space in the

patriarchal societies, not just by joining the workforce but also by submitting their writings in

magazines and newspapers, sharing their personal stories, expressing their emotions, and

defining and defending their identity against the social and gender norms. In this way, the

marginalized group participated in the process of constructing the meaning of modern service

jobs and modern gender roles.

The limitation of the study is that while it sheds light on the life of working class

women, the group that has been repeatedly marginalized in history and in historical

representation, it understates the imbalance between Japan and colonial Korea in respect to

political, economical and cultural capacities. It fails to elaborate the difference between the

working experience of waitresses in Japan and colonial Korea and how their social position and

economic situation might differ due to the imbalance of power between the colonizer and the

colonized.
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Appendix

Appendix A. Ratio of Cafe Waitress to Female Population in Japan and Colonial Korea

Year

Female Population in Japan Female Population in Colonial Korea

Cafe
Waitress Japanese %

Cafe
Waitress Korean %

Cafe
Waitress Japanese %

1930 66,840 32,059,850 0.21 - 9,682,545 - - 241,476 -

1935 109,335 34,520,015 0.32 939 10,478,948 0.009 2,395 283,668 0.844

1940 - 36,241,748 - 2,145 11,382,528 0.019 2,226 333,564 0.667
Source: Collected from Keisatsu Toukei Houkoku [Police Statistics Report], Home Ministry Police Affairs
Bureau, 1926-1940; Chousen Soutokufu Toukei Nenpou [Government-General of Korea Statistics Annual
Report], Government-General of Chosen; Nippon Kunizei Chousa [Japanese Population Census], Home
Ministry.

Appendix B. Population and Sex Ratio per Occupation in Colonial Korea (1930)

Occupation
Japanese Korean

Total Male Female Sex
Ratio Total Male Female Sex

Ratio

Total 527,016 285,966 241,050 119 20,438,108 10,398,889 10,039,219 104

Employed 228,129 181,132 46,997 385 9,463,666 6,189,727 3,273,939 189

Agriculture 19,957 12,625 7,332 172 7,632,195 5,019,154 2,613,041 192

Farming 16,324 10,759 5,565 193 7,349,015 4,979,093 2,369,922 210

Livestock 894 606 288 210 28,737 6,356 22,381 28

Sericulture 2,295 842 1,453 58 230,245 10,214 220,031 5

Forestry 444 418 26 1,608 24,198 23,491 707 3,323

Fishery 7,167 6,821 346 1,971 114,495 92,890 21,605 430

Mining 969 958 11 8,709 30,594 29,842 752 3,968

Coal 285 283 2 14,150 7,859 7,732 127 6,088

Other Minerals 544 541 3 18,033 20,142 19,633 509 3,857

Soil and Stone 140 134 6 2,233 2,593 2,477 116 2,135

Industrial Jobs 40,161 37,334 2,827 1,321 525,605 246,960 278,645 89

Ceramic, Earth,
Stone 581 546 35 1,560 17,477 15,143 2,334 649

Metal, Machine 3,484 3,445 39 8,833 29,070 28,614 456 6,275

Sophisticated
Industry 529 518 11 4,709 2,984 2,934 50 5,868

Chemical 2,377 2,315 62 3,734 11,781 8,647 3,134 276

Textile Industry 1,523 1,136 387 294 203,542 13,868 189,674 7

Clothing, Tailoring 2,400 1,343 1,057 127 44,965 26,982 17,983 150

Paper, Printing 1,683 1,540 143 1,077 12,053 11,323 730 1,551

Leather, Bone, Fur 72 65 7 929 970 804 166 484
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Wood, Bamboo 4,605 4,534 71 6,386 92,396 40,674 51,722 79

Title Engraving 132 119 13 915 1,950 1,909 41 4,656

Food, Beverages,
Cigarettes 4,133 3,178 955 333 40,299 28,409 11,890 239

Engineering,
Construction 14,975 14,953 22 67,968 58,720 58,505 215 27,212

Electricity, Water 2,155 2,154 1 215,400 2,794 2,793 1 279,30
0

Other Industrial
Jobs 1,512 1,488 24 6,200 6,604 6,355 249 2,552

Commercial
Business 58,655 34,213 24,442 140 478,506 286,456 192,050 149

Commercial Jobs 37,601 26,977 10,624 254 329,916 229,509 100,407 229

Finance and
Insurance 2,866 2,475 391 633 3,818 3,532 286 1,235

Personal Service 18,188 4,761 13,427 35 144,772 53,415 91,357 58

Transportation 20,510 18,557 1,953 950 81,276 80,631 645 12,501

Transport 15,280 15,071 209 7,211 75,612 75,237 375 20,063

Communication 5,230 3,486 1,744 200 5,664 5,394 270 1,998

Public Affairs and
Self Employed 72,552 66,389 6,163 1,077 109,223 96,619 12,604 767

Management and
Public Utility 27,508 26,815 693 3,869 34,142 34,040 102 33,373

Active Army, Navy 20,371 20,371 - - 252 252 - -

Judicial Affairs 232 232 - - 373 373 - -

Education 6,833 5,549 1,284 432 24,306 22,488 1,818 1,237

Religion 1,269 953 316 302 16,503 9,362 7,141 131

Medicine 4,700 1,938 2,762 70 8,257 7,293 964 757

Clerical Profession 8,713 8,065 648 1,245 14,465 14,335 130 11,027

Reporter, Writer,
Artist 1,588 1,176 412 285 2,973 2,713 260 1,043

Other Self
Employed 1,338 1,290 48 2,688 7,952 5,763 2,189 263

Domestic Worker 3,536 145 3,391 4 116,751 28,298 88,453 32

Other 4,622 4,090 532 769 375,021 308,877 66,144 467

Unemployed 298,887 104,834 194,053 54 10,974,442 4,209,162 6,765,280 62

Dependent on
(pension, rent
collection etc.)

2,195 1,657 538 308 37,167 21,605 15,562 139

Other Unemployed 296,692 103,177 193,515 53 10,937,275 4,187,557 6,749,718 62
Source: Korean Statistical Information Service (KOSIS); Original data from Chousen Soutokufu Toukei
Nenpou [Government-General of Korea Statistics Annual Report] (1930)
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Appendix C. The Number of Illegal Prostitution in Tokyo Prefecture

Year Total
Restaurants Private

Brothels Unemployed Geigi Yoriya Machiai-
Chaya Inn Other

Special Other

1911 671 132 - 257 16 25 3 5 233

1912 835 167 - 384 15 26 6 2 235

1913 733 165 - 311 12 29 10 2 204

1914 858 225 - 6 10 17 3 2 595

1915 933 - - - - - - - -

1916 1,295 212 - 540 87 85 6 5 360

1917 523 76 - 297 44 24 5 4 73

1918 527 77 - 281 36 10 ７ 2 198

1919 683 62 - 540 24 7 0 4 46

1920 673 63 - 570 17 13 1 4 5

1921 1,375 103 - 1,217 8 29 4 2 12

1922 1,570 92 - 1,433 19 10 - 10 6

1923 1,146 90 - 1,035 7 9 - - 5

1924 2,000 159 - 1,755 32 14 - 17 23

1925 2,298 209 - 2,015 40 11 4 9 10

1926 3,158 269 2,631 177 30 15 - 6 30

1927 3,719 322 3,064 255 31 22 2 2 21

1928 2,820 259 2,309 164 18 41 1 6 22

1929 2,696 348 1,985 239 38 33 1 12 40

1930 2,896 357 2,145 331 19 11 2 14 17

1931 2,706 390 1,898 317 14 17 3 5 62

1932 1,900 424 1,054 351 15 13 1 2 40

1933 1,848 399 1,041 359 6 11 - 4 28

1934 2,189 352 40 1,323 412 6 5 - 7 44

1935 1,581 373 29 808 294 11 5 - 8 426

1936 1,152 314 41 519 248 4 4 - 2 20

1937 1,283 301 71 620 234 14 8 - 5 30
Source: Collected from Metropolitan Police Department, Keishichou Toukeisho [Metropolitan Police
Department Statistics], Document Division at the General Supervisory Department of Metropolitan Police
Department (1911-1937)
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Appendix D. The Age of Cafe Waitresses in Japan (1926)

Age Tokyo Osaka Total

13 2 0 2

14 7 1 8

15 21 11 32

16 55 26 81

17 124 105 229

18 186 174 360

19 256 170 426

20 163 106 269

21 217 173 390

22 155 97 252

23 148 77 225

24 79 37 116

25 56 32 88

26 36 23 59

27 23 10 33

28 12 7 19

29 22 6 28

30 12 4 16

31-35 26 9 35

36-40 14 7 21

41-45 5 1 6

46-50 2 0 2

51-52 1 0 1

Subtotal 1622 1076 2698

No Reply 48 39 87

Total 1670 1115 2785
Source: Central Employment Agency Secretariat, Shokugyou fuzin chousa jokyuu [Survey on Working
Women Cafe Waitress], (Central Employment Agency Secretariat, 1926)
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일본제국 내 카페와 카페여급의 文化轉移:
일본과 식민지한국에서 카페여급의 감정노동
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Student Number : 2019-26039

일본 제국에서 카페 여급은 서양식 카페,술집,식당등에서고객에게팁을받는대가로
음식과 음료를 제공하는 서비스 직종 중 하나였다. 일본 제국에서 형성된 직업의
독특한 특징은 고객에게 이야기 상대가 되어주는 것이었다. 카페 사업의 일부가
성애화되었고 카페 여급의 일부가 매춘에 연루되었지만, 이것이 카페 여급이 성
노동자였다는 것을 의미하지는 않는다. 그럼에도 불구하고카페여급은일본과식민지
한국에서 "저속한" 직업으로 간주되었다. 이러한 낙인은 어떻게 형성되었는가?
여성에게 “순결”을 보존하기를 요구하는 사회에서 여성들은 왜 “저속한" 직업을
선택했을까? 그들의 선택이 가족과 사회 내에서 여성들의 지위에 대해 무엇을 말하고
있는가? 카페 여급들은 자신들의 직업과 정체성을 어떻게 인식하였을까?

이러한 질문에 답하기 위하여 본 연구는 일본제국 내 카페와 카페 여급의 文化轉移
(Transculturation) 과정을 분석한다. 트랜스컬쳐레이션이란 개념은 문화의 끊임없이
변화하는 특성을 가르키며, 서로 다른 문화가 만나는 매 순간마다 다른 문화를
획득하는 과정(Acculturation), 이전 문화를 잃거나 훼손하는 과정(Deculturation), 그리고
새로운 문화를 창조하는 과정(Neoculturation)이 수반된다고 본다. 즉, 강자와 약자에
상관없이 그 과정에 참여하는 모든 개인의 영향력과 주체성을 인지하고자 한다. 본
연구는 트랜스컬쳐레이션 과정을 통해 일본 제국에서 서양 문화를 직접 수용한
엘리트층 남성과 기업인, 문화의 주요 소비층인샐러리맨과남성노동자층뿐만아니라
노동 계급의 여성, 즉 카페 여급도 카페 문화라는 장르와 카페여급이라는서비스직의
'사회적 의미 창출 과정'에 참여하였다는 것을 보여준다.

제 2장에서는 연구에서 사용하는 이론적 개념인 트랜스컬쳐레이션, 가족적 접근 및
감정 노동을 소개한다. 제 3장에서는 일본과식민지한국의카페와카페여급의文化轉
移 (Transculturation) 과정과 그 과정에 참여한 지식인과 문화 엘리트층,사업가,정치인,
경찰 당국, 샐러리맨,남성노동자,언론,일본인정착민,카페주인,카페여급등다양한
주체들의 역할을 분석하고자 한다. 제 4장에서는 일본 제국의 급격한 산업화, 호황과
불황의 경기 순환과 공창 제도가 가족적 관점에서 여성 노동의 수요와 공급에 어떠한
영향을 미쳤는지 살펴본다. 제 5장에서는 카페 여급들이 직접 쓴 글을 분석함으로써
가부장적 사회 내에서 카페 여급들이 감정의 표현을 통해 그들의 입장을 어떻게
효과적으로 전달하는지 보여준다. 일본과 식민지한국은 지배자와 피지배자의 관계 내
정치적, 경제적, 문화적 힘의 불균형으로 인해 서로 다른 트랜스컬쳐레이션 과정을
경험하지만, 일본 제국이라는 하나의 문화적 단위 내에서 일본과 식민지한국의 카페
여급들은 비슷한 직업적 감정적 경험을 공유하게 된다. 그들은 직업전선에 직접
뛰어드는 물리적 행위로써 뿐만 아니라 잡지와 신문에 자신들의 글을 투고하면서
개인적인 이야기를 공유하고 감정을 표현하면서 가부장적 사회 내에서 자신들의



영향력, 공간 및 주체성을 주장한다. 본 연구는 카페 여급들의 목소리를 제공함으로써
역사 속에서 반복적으로 소외되어온 노동계급 여성들의 삶을 그들의 관점에서
재조명하고 그들이 근대적 사회의 의미 창출 과정에 어떻게 참여하였는지 보여주는
것을 목적으로 한다.
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